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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
General Road Safety Issues 
 
1.  Papua New Guinea (PNG) has one of the highest fatality rate in road crashes. Accident 
data provided by PNG authorities to the World Health Organization (WHO) in 2008/2009 
indicated that about 240 people were killed on PNG’s road in 2007. Given the likely high level of 
under-reporting, WHO statistical modelling suggests that the true number of road deaths is 
more than likely to be between three and four times this number. In addition to the high loss of 
life in road accidents, an extensive number of people are disabled and seriously injured each 
year due to motor vehicle crashes, which has a serious impact on all aspects of society within 
PNG. It has been estimated that the socio-economic cost of road accidents typically amounts to 
between 1% and 2% of a country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Using this range indicator, 
with a GDP of $8.1 billion in 2008 for PNG, the socio-economic cost of road accidents in PNG 
for 2008 is calculated to be approximately between K220 million ($81 million) and K440 million 
($162 million). 
 
2. Statistics from the National Road Safety Council (NRSC) show that the reported road 
fatality rate in PNG is about 5 deaths per 100,000 population while the WHO estimate about 15 
deaths per 100,000 population. The reported deaths per 10,000 registered vehicles is about 50 
deaths per 10,000 vehicles, while the estimated deaths per 10,000 vehicles is about 150, which 
is extremely high compared with developed countries which is around 2-5 deaths per 10,000 
vehicles.  
 
Highlands Highway 
 
3.  The Highlands Highway (HH) is one of the most important national roads in PNG, as 
highlighted in the Development Strategic Plan (2010-2030).  The National Transport Strategy 
(2014-2030) considers the HH as the “backbone infrastructure” of PNG, connecting populations 
of seven landlocked provinces of the Highlands area, where 40% of the population live, and 
more than 50% of national poverty exists. Mineral and petroleum output from the region 
accounts for nearly 80% of exports; and 85% of the people derive their livelihood from 
agriculture. The HH also connects the inland provinces with the coast and PNG’s main port at 
Lae, which serves as a major means of connectivity for freight and passengers.    
  
4.  A study of the HH by the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL), UK in 1990, using police 
reported crash data from 1987, showed that the Highlands Region had 22% of all crashes but 
39% of all fatalities in PNG. Road safety of the HH from Lae to Mendi has been assessed again 
by the International Road Assessment Program (iRAP) in 2015.1  The  assessment indicates 
that the highway requires roadside protection, intersection improvement controls, signage and 
horizontal marking, installation of traffic calming devices, pedestrian crossing, and protected 
footpaths in towns and villages along the road. 
 
Road Safety Component 
 
5.  The road safety component focuses on ensuring that adequate safety engineering 
elements are included into the designs of the proposed Sustainable Highlands Highway 
Investment Program (SHHIP) with specific focus on the works to be rehabilitated and sections 

                                                 
1
 The assessment was conducted under a Government of Australia funded program, the International Road 
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which will receive various road maintenance treatments. Extra efforts will be made to protect 
vulnerable road users on such roads and the local communities through which the Project 
Road will pass, e.g., provision of footpaths and crossings. 
 
6.  The road safety component therefore also focuses on developing and implementing 
community based road safety programs to improve road safety knowledge and awareness 
amongst those (especially vulnerable road users), who will use the rehabilitated Project Road and 
the residents in the communities, who live or work along the Project Road. This will include 
development of effective traffic education for school children, road safety publicity and 
enforcement campaigns to encourage safer road user behavior and training of t h e  o fficers 
in the targeted Provincial DOW offices in effective planning, implementing and monitoring of 
community based road safety programs. Procedures and performance indicators should be 
developed for capacity development in communities. Safety training will be provided to DOW 
officers and to the local communities living along the HH to minimize risks of their people 
becoming injured or killed in a road accident. It has been agreed with DOW and NRSC 
officials that two Pilot Studies for the proposed community road safety initiative will be 
carried out in the Henganofi and Minj districts. 
 
7.  One of the main purposes of the initial road safety review apart from providing 
professional road safety information to DOW staff on road safety inspection and audit, work 
zone safety and community road safety initiatives, was to propose actions for planning and 
implementation of some key road safety actions/initiatives by the government. The importance 
of a coherent policy for road safety and the development of a lead agency for road safety in 
PNG and the preparations of a road safety policy, strategy and a multi-sector road safety action 
plan for PNG were discussed with DOW and NRSC officials, which could pave the way for some 
future key major road safety actions and interventions. 
 
8.  During the course of  the  s tudy , a l l  the road sections of the entire Highland 
Highway Project Corridor to be rehabilitated or receiving special maintenance under the 
proposed investment program were inspected.  Observations were made with respect to the 
present road safety engineering situation, road safety problems and issues were identified, and 
recommendations for improving various safety aspects of the HH were prepared.  Records were 
made of the locations of schools, market areas and communities which showed typical traffic, 
potential hazards and locations where large numbers of school children were using the road to 
get to and from schools. These findings will be used later to design appropriate site-specific 
safety measures along the HH. In addition, recurring potential problems were identified that may 
need to be addressed along the Project Road. S e v e r a l  of the proposed e n g i n e e r i n g  
problems wh i c h  we r e  i d e n t i f i e d  w i l l  require urgent attention and decisions b y  D O W  
as they affect the construction works and the range of work that the contractors will be carrying 
out during the HH rehabilitation works. These issues were pointed out and discussed with 
concerned DOW officials.  
 
9.  Some 24 locations on HH where road safety engineering is needed was identified for 
applicable of low cost countermeasures to be detailed designed by separate project consultants 
during the preparation of the final road design, bidding documents, and during the 
implementation phase by the contractors. Preliminary design sketches for identified potential 
hazardous locations on the HH and relevant information for the technical specifications have 
been prepared. 
 



 
 

 
 

10.  Specific major road safety concerns which should be addressed by the design and 
supervision consultants as well as by the relevant government departments (DOW and DOT) 
and the appointed contractors for the subsequent works have been identified.  



I.  INTRODUCTION 
 
1. Papua New Guinea (PNG) has one of the highest fatality rate in road crashes. Accident 
data provided by PNG authorities to the WHO in 2008/2009 indicated that about 240 people 
were killed on PNG’s road in 2007. Given the likely high level of under-reporting, WHO 
statistical modelling suggests that the true number of road deaths is more than likely to be 
between three and four times this number. In addition to the high loss of life in road accidents, 
an extensive number of people are disabled and seriously injured each year due to motor 
vehicle crashes, which has a serious impact on all aspects of society within PNG. For example, 
death or disability caused by a road crash, not only do victims and their families suffer pain and 
trauma, but society and the community is also burdened from an economic perspective. It has 
been estimated that the socio-economic cost of road accidents typically amounts to between 1% 
and 2% of a country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Using this range indicator, a GDP of 
$8.1 billion in 2008 for PNG, the socio-economic cost of road accidents in PNG for 2008 is 
calculated to be approximately between K220 million ($81 million) and K440 million ($162 
million). 
 
2. Statistics from NRSC suggest that the reported road fatality rate in PNG is about 5 
deaths per 100,000 population while the WHO estimate about 15 deaths per 100,000 
population. The reported deaths per 10,000 registered vehicles is about 50 deaths per 10,000 
vehicles while the estimated deaths per 10,000 vehicles is about 150, which is extremely high. 
As the figures indicate, in terms of number of deaths per 100,000 population, PNG is ranked in 
the middle of countries for the West Pacific Region, whilst in terms of number of deaths in road 
crashes per 10,000 vehicles, PNG is one of the worst performing countries in the region. It 
should be noted that this is primarily due to a large proportion of the population live in relatively 
isolated rural areas with limited access to roads and/or vehicles and therefore less impacted in 
terms of exposure to motor vehicles. A study by Transport Research Laboratory (TRL), UK in 
1990, based on police reported crash data from 1987, showed that the Highlands Region had 
22% of all crashes, but 39% of all fatalities. The TRL study also showed that the installation of 
Chevron Alignment Markers (CAMs) on bends on a section of the HH with many single-vehicle 
night-time crashes helped to reduce accidents by over 40% and this low-cost measure had a 
very high benefit-cost ratio. It was also found that painting yellow bar pattern (“rumble” strips) on 
the approaches to single-lane bridges on the HH reduced accidents by at least 25%. 
 
3. According to official data, of the victims that PNG road crashes claimed, about 70% of 
the accident victims are in the age group of 16-50 years, the most economically active age 
group. Recent study of road crash data by NRSC and DFAT, shows that pedestrians are the 
road user group mostly involved in road accidents in PNG and about 40% of fatalities were 
pedestrians. The majority of victims in accidents on rural roads were children. The research 
study indicated that children between the ages of 1 to 15 years were the most vulnerable group 
of casualties in rural road accidents, contributing to about 40% of all pedestrian casualties on 
rural roads. Among them, children in the age group 6 to 10 years (23%) were the most 
vulnerable. Fatality of children under 15 years of age due to road crash account for 20%. Some 
of the main reasons for these road accidents to children are the lack of traffic safety education 
for the children, lack of proper road safety awareness and behavior by the motorists (e.g., 
commercial drivers), and lack of safety facilities for pedestrians (e.g., footpaths, sidewalks, 
crossing facilities, etc.). 
 
4. Road Traffic Crashes (RTC) affects poor, triggers poverty, and hinders public health and 
education which affects country’s development. As stated earlier, pedestrians are the most 
vulnerable road user group in PNG accounting for about 40 % of all reported fatalities. Yet they  
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and other vulnerable road users appear to be most forgotten and neglected road user group. 
Lack of road safety awareness of road users is one of the key problems at the community level. 
 
5. Due to this information on the accident situation in PNG, a community road safety 
program model where communities identify their road safety problems and preferred solutions 
needs to be implemented along the HH project areas. Community road safety is a “bottom up” 
approach for road safety. Through this approach of a road safety awareness program, the road 
users of local communities are required to be educated and made aware of using roads safely. 
This awareness will help the road users to defend themselves from accidents when using roads 
and influence agencies and persons responsible for road safety to act. Targets of the proposed 
community road safety program are the local resident comprising of students, teachers, 
hawkers, shopkeepers, commercial drivers, etc. 
 
6. A National Road Safety Action Plan (NRSAP) should be prepared and the plan should 
include responsibility, tasks and responsibilities of all relevant government agencies and 
stakeholders for implementation of the NRSAP. In addition to the actions related to road safety 
engineering, DOW together with the NRSC and the Department of Education should be 
responsible for certain road safety education and awareness aspects of the action plan. DOW 
therefore is going to develop a project on ‘Road Safety Education and Awareness’ for local road 
user communities along the HH as part of the SHHIP.  
 
7. Road Safety is an important component of the SHHIP through which the project will also 
strengthen the capacity of DOW in managing road safety. DOW is the custodian of around 8400 
kilometers (km) of national roads in PNG.  It is stated in the National Transport Strategy that 
DOW is also responsible for road safety issues of these roads. In addition to the existing road 
network, the road safety issues of the roads being developed and maintained by DOW is a 
concern for the donor community (e.g., ADB, World Bank, DFAT, JICA, etc.) as well as for the 
Government of Papua New Guinea (GoPNG). 
 

II.  ROAD SAFETY REVIEW 
 
A. Background 

 
8. One of the main purposes of the initial road safety review apart from providing 
professional road safety information to DOW staff on road safety inspection and audit, work 
zone safety and community road safety initiatives, was to propose actions for planning and 
implementation of some key road safety actions/initiatives by the GoPNG. The importance of a 
coherent policy for road safety and the development of a lead agency for road safety in PNG 
and the preparations of a road safety policy, strategy and a multi-sector road safety action plan 
for PNG were discussed with DOW and NRSC officials, which could pave the way for some 
future key road safety actions and interventions. It may be possible that some of these key 
actions could be taken during the implementation period of the proposed ADB financed SHHIP. 
It is important to define the responsibilities of all the key stakeholders involved in road safety in 
PNG.   
 
9. There should be a decision on the management and coordination of road safety by the 
stakeholders in PNG. Further recommendations for some follow-up studies within certain 
sectors, e.g., preparation of road safety policy and strategy, review of traffic legislation and 
traffic law enforcement training of PNG Police, driver training and testing for MVIL staff should 
be prepared under SHHIP. These activities should eventually lead to the preparation of a 
comprehensive and detailed multi-sector road safety action plan for PNG, which should present 
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short-term and long-term road safety recommendations for each concerned agency. There is a 
need for the establishment of a lead agency for road safety activities in PNG. It is proposed that 
initially, the NRSC and the DOW should be the lead agencies for road safety in PNG until the 
recently established Road Transport Authority (RTA) is fully functional. 
 
B. General Road Safety Aspects  
 
10. The importance of a coherent policy for road safety and an action plan was discussed 
with senior officials from the GoPNG which should pave the way for some key road safety 
actions and interventions. It is expected that some of these actions could be taken during 
implementation of the proposed ADB financed SHHIP. The NRSC and MVIL reported that no 
official road safety “action plan” had been prepared by the GoPNG. It is therefore recommended 
that a comprehensive review of the various road safety activities in PNG should be carried out. 
The DOW, the Traffic Police and the MVIL in PNG need to prepare a draft Terms of Reference 
(TOR) for developing a Road Safety Policy and a multi-sector Road Safety Action Plan and 
preparing an inventory of accident black spots and other safety interventions.  An initial draft 
Road Safety Policy (See Attachment 1) was prepared and a note on the framework and 
possible content of a proposed PNG Road Safety Action has been attached (See Attachment 
2). These documents can be used as ‘models” for preparing a defined road safety policy and a 
Terms of Reference for the preparation of the future PNG Road Safety Action Plan (PNG 
RSAP).  
   
C. The Establishment of a State Road Safety Authority  
 
11. It is recommended that there should be a central road safety management body in the 
form of the PNG Road Safety Authority with a Permanent Secretariat. A note on a proposed 
PNG Road Safety Authority which describes the constitution of the authority, the functions of the 
authority, who should be members of the authority, establishment of a Road Safety Fund (RSF), 
etc. has been attached. Furthermore, it is recommended that this proposal should be 
considered as an immediate action to be carried out for the monitoring of a future multi-sector 
road safety strategy and action plan. Under the proposed SHHIP, there is a need to engage an 
experienced consultant, who should be assisting the National Road Safety Council (NRSC) and 
eventually to establish the future Road Safety Authority (RSA). The consultant would be 
expected to assist with the organizational aspects of the RSA and training of technical staff. 
 
12. The appointed consultant could assist the new RSA with the following activities: (a) 
advising the government on road safety policies; (b) prescribing and enforcing road safety 
standards and procedures; c) formulating new schemes, projects and programs, relating to road 
safety; (d) coordinating the work relating to road safety with all concerned agencies and 
departments; (e) oversee the implementation of road safety action programs by key 
stakeholders; (f) administration the future Road Safety Fund; (g) sanctioning expenditure for the 
implementation of road safety schemes and programs; (h) extending assistance to victims of 
accidents; (i) approval of expenditure on matters connected with road safety measures, (j) 
dissemination of best road safety initiatives and practices, and (k) supporting and encouraging 
the creation of NGOs and other organizations concerned with the improvement of road safety in 
the country. (See Attachment 3 for further information on the proposed PNG RSA). 
 
D. Road Safety Engineering  
 
13. The key findings from the road safety inspections and information on required road 
safety engineering measures are found in Chapters 3 and 4 in this report. 
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14. A comprehensive Road Safety Review Study was carried out about five years ago by an 
international road safety advisor, funded under the AusAID Transport Sector Support Program 
(TSSP). This study, which was carried out in cooperation with the NRSC, covered the following 
topics: strategic framework, existing road safety data, road safety management, road safety 
interventions and a summary of opportunities for improvement in road safety. The advisor also 
carried out some useful road safety engineering studies of the Magi and Hiritano Highways in 
the Central Province. These studies included analysis of crash data and hazardous locations. 
The reports also included good information on application of “Gateways” and traffic calming 
measures to improve safety in villages with lots of through traffic. 
 
15. It may be possible that some of the findings from these studies could also be 
implemented under the new ADB funded SHHIP. Furthermore, it is recommended that the DOW 
should also prepare a list of serious accident-prone locations (accident black spots), which 
should be improved as soon as possible through physical low-cost engineering remedial 
measures.  These actions could be investigated and a prioritized list of countermeasures should 
be prepared to enable corrective actions to be taken. It is strongly recommended that the DOW 
establish a Road Safety Cell (RSC) as part of the Planning Division or the Design and Services 
Division of the Roads and Bridges Branch.  Furthermore, that a short-term road safety 
engineering advisor should be engaged for DOW to provide technical assistance to establish 
the Road Safety Cell (See Attachment 4 for a copy of an outline draft Terms of Reference). In 
the short term, it is recommended that the RSC could initially be established in the Program 
Management Organization (PMO) to oversee the implementation of the proposed road safety 
actions under the ADB funded SHHIP, e.g. road safety engineering activities (traffic signs, road 
markings, crash barriers, blackspot improvement works, etc.) and the planning and 
implementation of the proposed community road safety program). Subsequently, the DOW RSC 
Cell could be integrated either with the Planning Division or the Design and Services Branch of 
the Roads and Bridges Division of DOW.  
 
16. It is expected that DOW will next year start construction of about 430 km of the HH 
under the proposed ADB funding through the SHHIP.  Therefore, it is important that PMO staff 
is familiar with construction safety and oversee the implementation the recommendations in the 
new Field Guide: “Safe Traffic Control at Road Works”.  Based on observations made, there is a 
great need to train government engineers and representatives from contractors and consultants 
about the use of the new DOW Field Guide for traffic management at road work sites. 
 
E. Road Safety Awareness Program 
 
17. It is highly recommended that road safety awareness programs and children’s road 
safety education should be provided to the local communities where HH Project Road will be 
upgraded since it is expected that the traffic speed will increase on the completed HH. Road 
safety research in developing countries has shown that with an increase in speed there will be a 
larger increase in road accidents, (i.e., international road safety research has shown that for 
every kilometer per hour increase in speed of the vehicles plying on the project roads, there 
could be a 5% increase in the number of traffic accidents).  Therefore, a community road safety 
program for the children and adults living in the project affected communities could have a 
positive impact to reduce such road accidents.  Consequently, road safety awareness and 
educations programs should be developed, mainly directed initially to the local communities and 
road users along the HH.  It is proposed that the SHHIP program initially should target two pilot 
study communities directly affected by the works under ADB funding, e.g., Henganofi and Minj.  
It is recommended that the DOW officials discuss this matter with representatives from the PNG 
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traffic police and the Motor Vehicle Insurance Ltd. (MVIL) to reach an agreement on the road 
safety awareness program material and the areas to be pilot tested initially. Draft Terms of 
Reference (TOR) for possible road safety awareness campaigns have been prepared. This 
issue matter should also be discussed further with the officials from the MVIL, the PNG Traffic 
Police and the Department of Education. (See Attachment 16 in this report) and see Chapter 5 
for further information). The Deputy Director of NRSC informed that there is a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOU) for cooperation between NRSC and the Department of Education (DOE) 
regarding traffic education of school children. It is possible that a similar MOU could be 
prepared for NRSC and DOW regarding cooperation related to development and 
implementation of community road safety programs in future new road construction projects. 
 
18. Accident data from NRSC indicates that about 20% of all people killed in traffic accidents 
in PNG are aged 15 years or younger. This is twice as high as in other countries. Furthermore, 
the crash data indicates that this figure increases to 37% for traffic accidents involving 
pedestrians. It is therefore extremely important that community road safety program, including 
traffic education of children is carried out in PNG in partnership of DOW, NRSC and DOE.  
 
F. Road Accident Database System  
 
19. There is an urgent need to develop and implement a new computerized accident 
recording an analysis system for PNG, which will be very useful for the PNG traffic police, the 
NRSC, DOW, and the MVIL.  (A sample of a proposed Road Accident Report for the Papua 
New Guinea Police is presented in Attachment 5). The lack of an operational accident database 
in which to interrogate crash data has been one of many limiting factors that have prevented the 
identification of hazardous locations (accident blackspots) throughout PNG. The current 
development and updating of the road accident database should assist road authorities in the 
future to identify hazardous locations on the road networks under their control. The Transport 
Research Laboratory (TRL), UK established the Micro-computer Accident Analysis Package 
(MAAP) in PNG several years ago and that this system should now be updated and improved. It 
may be possible to invite TRL to submit a proposal how to upgrade the present system to a 
modern road accident database system. It should be a system using hand held GPS 
instruments to record exact location of each crash and the crash database should be web-
based. It is recommended that annual reports on road accident data should be published for the 
stakeholders and the public, which should also be provided on the internet sites for PNG traffic 
policed and the NRSC.  
 
G. Establishment of Highway Patrols 
  
20. It is recommended that the GoPNG should consider the establishment of a Highway 
Patrol Unit of the PNG Police to carry out effective traffic law enforcement (e.g., speeding and 
drink/driving) on the new roads being constructed in the country. The background for this 
request being that since about 85% of the causes of road crashes being human behavior 
problems, the PNG Police Highway Patrol Units could be used for traffic law enforcement and 
emergency response purposes on the new project roads, where the speed of the traffic plying 
on these roads will be high and this could lead to an increase in fatalities and serious road 
accidents. The Highway Patrol vehicles should be operated by highly trained traffic police 
officers and their vehicles should be equipped with radar speed guns, cameras, alcohol testing 
equipment (“breathalyzers”), portal traffic signs, barricades, flood lighting, and other emergency 
equipment, etc.  
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III.  ROAD SAFETY INSPECTION OF THE EXISTING HIGHLANDS HIGHWAY 

 
A. Inspection 

 
21. A road safety inspection of the existing HH was carried out in preparation of the SHHIP. 
(Maps of the Project Road are presented in Attachment 6). A log-book was kept every day 
during the inspection to record the locations of junctions, bridges, schools, market areas, severe 
bends, damaged steel crash barriers, petrol stations, etc. A special Road Safety Inspection form 
was developed which was used mainly at assumed hazardous locations together with some 
very simple sketches. (A sample of the Road Safety Inspection form is shown in Attachment 
10).  
 
B. Data Collected 
 
22. A considerable amount of data was collected during the road safety inspection, including 
data on the locations of severe curves without warning signs, locations of damaged steel crash 
barriers., including hundreds of photos of the road and traffic conditions, single-lane bridges, 
junctions, sharp curves, erosion areas, problem areas faced by pedestrians along the Project 
Road. A summary of the main findings of the locations of junctions, bridges, schools, market 
areas as well as locations of severe erosion problems is found in the Table 1 below. It should be 
mentioned here that it is a major concern that there are no safety measures provided at the 
locations of the major erosion areas, e.g., no signs, traffic barricades, or lighting. These areas 
are extremely hazardous and especially during night-time.  
Table 1: List of Observed Junctions, Bridges, Schools, Markets and Erosion Areas 
 
23. List of Junctions (KM): 39, 133, 134, 140, 160, 212, 215, 220, 300, 323, 379, 397, 419, 
425, 428, 435, 442, 452, 458, 461, 467. [21] 
List of Narrow (one-lane) Bridges (KM): 157, 178, 180, 199, 200, 206, 211, 235, 237, 249, 249, 
251, 258, 266, 272, 273, 281, 285, 335, 397, 402, 414, 419, 423, 424, 425, 425, 428, 432. [29] 
List of Two-lane Bridges (KM): 46, 55, 64, 77, 100, 113, 116, 120, 122, 133, 137, 140, 151, 153, 
157, 161, 165, 167, 186, 215, 221, 221, 223, 224, 224, 288, 298, 301, 310, 314, 315, 343, 345, 
348, 376, 391, 449, 456, 462, 464. [40] 
List of Schools along HH (KM): 62, 122, 123, 130, 179, 209, 213, 217, 226, 234, 239, 284, 286, 
292, 300, 307, 309, 313, 315, 319, 338, 343, 361, 370, 378, 385, 399, 414, 426, 452. [30] 
List of Market Areas (KM): 46, 62, 64, 100, 116, 123, 140, 184, 194, 216, 220, 259, 262, 297, 
298, 352, 379, 380, 406, 408, 419, 444, 457, 461. [24] 
List of Erosion Areas (KM): 175, 235, 363, 379, 384, 385, 406 [7] 
 
C.  Findings from Site Visits 
 
General Issues 
 
24. The general finding from the road inspection was that the pavement was in many places 
in poor condition due to lack of maintenance. It was found that where the road drainage system 
had failed, the asphalt surfacing had been destroyed, e.g. the section of the HH through the 
Simbu Province. Many potholes were also found on the HH through several provinces, e.g., 
Morobe and Eastern Province. There is also an urgent need for routine road maintenance by 
taking appropriate action on cracks and carry out pothole repairs along the HH. The road 
shoulders were often found to be in poor condition due to lack of maintenance and it was 
difficult for the pedestrians to walk on the shoulders.  
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Alignment 
 
25. There were many long straight road sections which result in high speed driving, and at 
the end of these straight section sections, there are curves with small horizontal radii, e.g., in 
the Morobe Province.  No warning signs were installed for many horizontal curves (e.g., Curve 
(W1-3), Reverse Turn (W1-2), Reverse Curve (W1-4), Turn left (W1-1), Turn right (W1-1R), 
Winding Road (W1-5).  There is a serious lack of installation of these warning signs for the 
severe bends along HH. Furthermore, there is no single arrow Chevron Alignment Marker 
(CAM) sign boards (D4-6) or reflective guideposts or delineator poles provided along the sharp 
curves on the HH. It should be highlighted that the very severe bends (e.g., “hairpin” on the 
Kassam and Daulo passes) should be provided with the warning traffic signs: Hairpin Curve left 
(W1-7L) and Hairpin Curve right (W1-7R) for the road users.  
 
26. The treatment of substandard horizontal curves shall include one or more of the 
following devices:  
 

Guide posts with delineators; 
Raised pavement markers (“Cats Eyes”) on dividing lines and, where applicable, 
reflective lane line and edge lines; 
Warning signs and advisory speed signs; and 
Chevron Alignment Markers (CAMs) sign (D4-6). 

 
27. See Attachment 9 for an example of treatment for a length of winding road from the 
Australian Standards (Fig. 4.9). This is how the traffic signing of the Kassam and Daulo passes 
should be designed. 
Junctions 
 
28. There are a large number major road and minor junctions observed along the HH and 
not one warning sign had been erected on this very important national road to inform the drivers 
about junctions ahead, (e.g., cross road (W2-1, T-junction (W2-4), staggered junction (W2-8). 
Furthermore, there were no warning signs (W2-3) erected for the T-junctions with the side roads 
and the HH, and there was no Stop sign (R1-1) or Give Way sign (R1-2) with corresponding 
Stop or Give Way road marking erected for the traffic from the side roads. Some junctions were 
found to be quite large with no channelizing islands constructed, e.g. Nadzab junction (KM 39) 
and Madang junction (KM 160), which create hazardous turning movements for vehicles.  The 
general comment is that these observed junctions had large open space which could lead to 
accidents at these locations in the future. 
 
Vulnerable Road Users 
 
29. It was found that there were several informal footpaths along the HH and predominately 
close to built-up areas. However, there should be much more footpaths and there were no 
pedestrian crossings provided for the pedestrians and consequently people were crossing 
anywhere along the HH. (It was found that there were about 30 market areas along the Project 
Road). It is strongly recommended that footpaths of at least 500 meters in length should be 
provided at each side of every school and market area on the HH. This would mean that at least 
60 km of new footpaths on one side of the HH should be included in the SHHIP.  
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30. Only a couple of pedestrian crossing information signs (R3-1) were observed on the 
entire HH and no warning signs for pedestrian crossings (W6-2) had been provided. 
Furthermore, no pedestrian crossing road markings were installed on the pavement. 
 
31. About 30 schools and educational institutions were observed along the HH alignment 
and there were no school warning signs (W6-1) or pedestrian crossing road markings provided 
for the students. There were no pedestrian crossing facilities installed at the bus stops provided 
along HH. Special bus laybys should also be constructed near junctions and in market areas. 
 
32. There are also many market areas along the HH in addition many informal fruit and 
vegetable vendors, who were setting up illegal market stalls along the HH on the road 
shoulders. However, there were no footpaths or pedestrian crossings provided for these market 
areas.   
 
Barriers 
 
33. Steel crash barriers have been installed on the approaches to many bridges and, mainly 
at the narrow single-lane bridges. However, most of these crash barriers were seriously 
damaged. It was also found that some crash barriers were installed along the HH on the 
approaches to the Kassam and Daulo passes. However, these crash barriers should be 
installed at many hazardous locations on these mountain passes. It should also be mentioned 
that the installation of these barriers was often too low (less than half a meter in height) and the 
end sections of these steel crash barriers were not anchored into the ground. Many sections of 
these crash barriers were also badly damaged and consequently, they had no remaining safety 
effect. The required height of the crash barriers should be about 0.75 meters. 
 
34. At all bridge locations, it was observed that the steel crash barriers were placed in front 
of the bridge parapets without use of reflective Object Hazard Markings (OHM) sign (D4-3). This 
issue is also relevant for all the steel crash barriers erected along the HH. The OHM sign should 
always be provided in front of each crash barrier.  
Accesses 
 
35. It was found that there were many direct accesses to the HH without providing the side 
roads with Stop or Give Way signs together with or corresponding road markings. There can be 
hazardous situations created by the traffic from the side roads entering the main road and it is 
therefore recommended that warning traffic signs should also be placed on the side road to 
warn the drivers on these minor roads to improve the safety situation. 
 
36. It was found in some built-up areas that there were many accesses from minor roads, 
private houses and commercial developments.  The safety aspects of the accesses to and from 
the petrol stations with the main HH should be improved by providing standardized entry and 
exit areas. In the future, the DOW should require that developers of petrol stations to submit the 
planning applications to DOW for approval.  
 
Traffic Signs and Road Markings 
 
37. It was found that there were very few warning traffic signs installed along the HH. Given 
the importance of the HH it is very urgent that proper traffic signs, and in particular, highly 
reflective warning signs should be provided for all severe bends (W1-3), ahead of all road 
junctions (W2-4) and at the approaches to the narrow bridges (W4-1). Furthermore, regulatory 
Stop signs (R1-1) and Give Way signs (R1-2) must be provided at the junctions of the HH and 
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the side roads. It is very important to provide highly reflective signs (with High Intensity or 
Diamond Grade reflective sheeting material to improve road safety during the hours of 
darkness).  
 
38. There was a serious lack of road markings in the project corridor and where road 
markings were observed, they were hardly visible and not consistent along the road, especially 
along the pavement edges. It seems that very low quality road paint has been used, and in the 
future, it is highly recommended that reflective thermo-plastic road marking material is used. 
Such road markings and good traffic signs will enhance the road safety situation considerably 
and these safety measures are also very cost effective. Ideally, it would be good if raised 
reflectorized pavement markers were installed on the sharp bends on the HH. These safety 
measures are very effective. 
 
39. No “School Children” warning signs (W6-1) together with pedestrian crossings have 
been installed on the HH.  It was observed that children were crossing the HH without crossing 
facilities. (The Transport Research Laboratory (TRL), U.K. did a study of the of the HH in 1990 
which indicated that providing new footpaths along the HH could have a benefit cost ratio over 
500%.) 
 
Driver Road User Behaviour 
 
40. Large trucks and buses were found to drive at high speed along the HH, and several 
recent accidents with the large trucks were observed during the inspection. In some cases, 
these large trucks were parked at junctions and along the various market areas. Additionally, it 
was observed that buses were stopping in the middle of many junctions. It is recommended that 
bus laybys should be constructed at key junctions as part of the SHHIP. (See Attachment 15). 
Furthermore, risky driver behaviour was observed at the sharp bends and mountain passes on 
the HH where there were no centerline road markings provided.   
 
Road Work Sites 
 
41. During the road safety inspection it was observed that there were no traffic control 
devices provided at the road work sites. There is an urgent need to inform the national 
contractors carrying out road work operations on National Roads about the new DOW Field 
Guide for traffic control at work sites.  
 
D. Summary of General Findings from Site Visit 
 
Key Findings 
 
42. The main finding of the road safety inspection of the HH was the complete lack of 
traffic control devices and especially warning signs for sharp curves, junctions and the 
narrow bridges. This is a very serious road safety issue and the DOW must address this 
problem as soon as possible. It is also strongly recommended that High Intensity or 
Diamond Grade reflective sheeting material is used for these warning signs. This 
particularly important for improving night-time safety for drivers.  
 
43. There is also a lack of reflective thermo-plastic road markings. Such road marking 
material is much more effective than the road paint which is now being used and the life of 
thermo-plastic last for several years while the paint is only effective for a few months. It should 
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be mentioned that edge lines are very important, especially since there are no shoulders along 
the HH at present. 
 
44. Stop signs or Give Way should be provided at the junctions of the side roads with the 
HH. Appropriate road markings should also be installed together with the Stop sign or Give Way 
sign. 
 
45. Many Chevron Alignment Markers (CAMs) should be provided at the sharp curves and 
these signs are very important along the Kassam and Daulo mountain passes. 
There are no speed limits signs provided along the critical sections along the HH, and it is 
recommended lower speed limits should be implemented on the sharp bends and through built-
up areas with lots of vulnerable road users and, especially school children. 
 
46. There were only a couple of pedestrian crossings observed along the entire HH. 
However, no warning signs for pedestrian crossings were found. Furthermore, there was a total 
lack of pedestrian crossing road markings along HH.  
 
47. Only the Zumin bridge at KM 133 had four Object Hazard Marker (OHM) signs (D4-3) 
installed at all the bridge abutments. These signs should be provided at all bridge approaches 
and this sign should also be installed in front of all crash barriers; 
 
48. Most steel crash barriers observed along the HH were installed too low (about 0.50 
meter in height) while the standard height should be about 0.75 meter. Furthermore, many steel 
crash barriers were completely damaged so the safety effect of low and damaged crash barriers 
is very little. 
 
49. It was found that some critical road sections on the Kassam and Daulo passes were 
missing crash barriers and several fatal road accidents had occurred at some well-known 
accident blackspots on these mountain passes, but no engineering actions have been taken by 
the road authority to improve the safety situation at these extremely hazardous locations.  
 
50. There are also major geometric design issues regarding the horizontal alignment and the 
vertical alignment curves were substandard regarding the short sight distance on some crest 
curves). Such geometric design deficiencies are not acceptable for this major road corridor 
which is critical part of the national road network. 
 
51. A major safety issue to be addressed by the road authorities relates to the lack of traffic 
safety education of the road users. They may not be aware of the high number of traffic 
accidents that occur on the HH and they do not feel the need to change their safety behaviour 
while using the highway.   
 
IV. ROAD SAFETY ENGINEERING MEASURES ALONG THE HIGHLANDS HIGHWAY 
 
52. During the road safety inspection visit, it was found that many road safety measures 
should be provided to improve the safety situation along the HH. Unfortunately, there is a 
complete lack of specific crash location data for this critical national road. The NRSC could only 
provide general crash history (accident statistics) for the entire road corridor for the period 2002-
2011. (See Attachment 9). It can be found that the number of fatal accident have been 
increasing over this period. It is expected that there is a large under-reporting of crashes along 
the road so there could be a lot more crashes than found in the official accident statistics. A 
significant problem is that there is no detailed crash data to inform where these accidents have 
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taken place. Therefore, it is difficult to carry out an analysis of crash data to determine where 
the crashes have taken place, when the crashes took place, what road user group was involved 
and why did the crashes occur? Such information is critical to locate the places of the crashes 
and to determine the reasons for these crashes.   
 
53. The first road safety engineering action to take place to improve the safety situation of 
the HH would be to install immediately the most critical warning signs for all junctions, narrow 
bridges, sharp curves, at all schools and market areas. Then Stop signs (R1-1) should be 
installed for all important side roads with the HH. Then, it is strongly recommended that Chevron 
Alignment Markers (D4-6) and crash barriers should be installed at the critical severe curves 
and, especially at the many “hairpin” bends on the Kassam and Daulo passes. 
 
54. Thermo-plastic reflective road markings should also be provided for center lines and 
edge lines on the servere curves, and at the Stop lines at the junctions on side roads. 
 
55. During the safety inspection trip, it was observed that the signing of the critical narrow 
bridges was not satisfactory and these locations will require several remedial measures to 
improve the safety situations. The recommendations made on safety measures for the single-
lane bridges are based on the Australian standards. This “model” layout of safety measures 
could be used for all the single-lane bridges on the HH. Furthermore, there should be warning 
signs provided for schools and market areas along the HH. As mentioned earlier, there is no 
signing or road markings provided at pedestrian crossings. Some standard drawings for signing 
of pedestrian crossings, school crossings and market areas, which should be implemented for 
the HH has been prepared.  
 
56. Without having access to detailed accident data, about 24 locations as “hazardous” 
locations along the HH have been identified. For each of these locations, a special Road Safety 
Inspection Form was used to record safety problems identified and possible measures required 
to improve the safety situation. (See Attachment 10 for a sample of this form). A sketch was 
also made in the field of each of these locations and photos were taken at most of these places. 
 
57. Preliminary cost estimates have been carried out for the safety measures proposed at 
each of these locations and the total cost was found to be about $756,000. A list of the locations 
which were inspected is shown below.  (See special report with detailed information, sketches 
and cost estimates of the locations on HH where safety improvements are required urgently).  
 
58. The cost estimates of the proposed safety measures required at these locations were 
based on the need for traffic control devices (e.g., traffic signs and road markings) and the cost 
of constructing channelization islands at some junctions (e.g., Nadzab, Madang, Kundiawe, Minj 
and Kagamuga). The unit costs for traffic signs, road marking material (cold paint) and crash 
barriers were provided by DOW (2015 prices) and these unit costs were increased about 10% 
for inflation. The cost of the civil works at some junctions was based on the unit cost of ready-
mix concrete per cubic meter. It should be mentioned that the unit cost of road marking material 
is based on the use of cold paint. It is strongly recommended that hot thermo-plastic road 
marking material with reflective glass beads should be used instead of cold paint. However, it 
was not possible to obtain the unit cost of thermos-plastic road marking material. It is expected 
that this unit cost will be much higher than road paint. Therefore, if thermo-plastic road marking 
material can be supplied, the present cost estimates of the proposed safety measures at these 
locations should be revised accordingly.  
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Table 2: List of locations where safety improvements are required 
 

Chainage             Name of location                           Chainage             Name of Location 
KM 39                  (Nadzab junction)                            KM 425                (Kurumula 2 Bridge) 
KM 44                  (Erap Bridge)                                   KM 428                (Kurumula Bridge) 
KM 98                  (Leron Bridge)                                 KM 432                (Kudjip Bridge) 
KM 133                (Zumin Bridge)                                 KM 435               (Kudjip junction) 
KM 160                (Madang junction)                           KM 442               (Apien junction) 
KM 333                (Dangerous Hairpin bend)              KM 449                (Tuman Bridge) 
KM 334                (Feonoku Bridge)                            KM 452               (Staggered junction) 
KM 379                (Kundiawa Town)                            KM 458               (Arvi junction) 
KM 419                (Minj junction)                                  KM 461               (Komun Bridge) 
KM 423                (Ambeke Bridge)                             KM 461              (Road junction) 
KM 423                (Kupka Bridge)                                KM 463              (Wahgi-Wahgi Bridge) 
KM 424                (Damne Bridge)                               KM 467              (Kagamuga junction) 
 
59. The detailed information on each of these locations is found in a separate report, 
including the problems identified, description of possible measures to improve the safety 
situation together with sketches showing the recommended safety equipment which should be 
provided. Under SHHIP, it is expected that DOW will appoint a firm of consultants to carry out 
the detailed design of the above mentioned 24 locations, based on the sketches provided.  
 
60. The proposed road safety improvement works for first five locations is expected to be 
included in Contract Package OPRC 1 and the remainder 19 road safety improvement works in 
Contract Package OPRC 2. 
 
61. The DOW officials participating in this inspection trip, provided information on some very 
hazardous locations where several fatal crashes had taken place, and the following three fatal 
accident blackspots were highlighted: (i) Zumin Bridge (KM 133), (ii) Hairpin bend on Daulo 
pass (KM 333) and (iii) the Feonoku Bridge (KM 334). During the inspection data topped at 
these locations was collected to analyze the crash sites in details, to make sketches and take 
several photos, which highlighted the safety problems at these specific locations.  
 
62. This report provides useful information for DOW regarding key geometric design aspects 
and traffic control devices to be considered when preparing the new design of the HH which is 
shown in Attachment 6. Information also provided on design of horizontal curves (Attachment 
7), Chevron Alignment Markers (CAMs) in Attachment 8, the Gateway effect for traffic passing 
through villages in India (Attachment 9) and the location of bus stops at junctions (Attachment 
10). This information will also be very useful for the Design Services Division of the DOW Roads 
and Bridges Branch. 
 

V.  ROAD SAFETY AWARENESS AND PUBLICITY PROGRAMS 
 
63. The proposed SHHIP calls for increased and sustained road safety activities for 
pedestrians and drivers traveling on the HH, and since there is a lack of road safety awareness 
by road users, this could also be one of the causes of the road safety problems. Through a 
holistic approach of road safety awareness program and traffic safety education of children, the 
road users from the local communities living close to the HH are required to be educated and 
informed, and made aware of using the road in a safe manner. Such awareness should help the 
road users to defend themselves from road accidents when using the road and to influence 
agencies and persons responsible for road safety to act. A draft Terms of Reference for a 
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Community Road Safety Program under the SHHIP has been prepared, which is shown in 
Attachment 16.  
 
64. Several meetings with senior officials from DOW and NRSC were held to discuss the 
proposed community road safety initiative for the SHHIP and it has been agreed that two pilot 
studies could be carried out in Henganofi and Minj. The NRSC has prepared a draft cost 
estimate for the pilot studies which has been reviewed by the DOW Project Manager. Further 
discussions should take place in the future on this issue between DOW and NRSC officials.  
 
65. To support the project objective of ensuring that “the road improvements in the project 
area provide a long term safe environment for road users and local inhabitants”, it is necessary 
to assess and minimize any potential aspects which may increase risks on the new Project 
Road. Experience around the world indicates that when roads are rehabilitated, the speeds of 
traffic inevitably increase and unless mitigating measures are included to ensure safety at 
potential hazards and for at risk road users there can be a deterioration in road safety along 
such roads - especially where they pass through communities along the route. It is necessary to 
provide effective protection for vulnerable road user (VRU) groups and reduced speeds where 
there are potential hazards or increased traffic conflicts. 
 
66. The road safety awareness component should focus on developing and implementing 
community based road safety programs to improve road safety knowledge and awareness 
amongst those (especially vulnerable road users), who will use the rehabilitated HH and the 
residents in the communities, who live or work along each Project Road. This will include 
development of effective traffic education, road safety publicity and enforcement campaigns to 
encourage safer road user behavior and the training of DOW officers in the target districts in 
effective planning, implementing and monitoring of community based road safety programs. 
Procedures and performance indicators will be developed for capacity development in 
communities and the DOW officers will be trained in their use. Training workshops will be 
arranged for representatives of key stakeholders to discuss possible performance indicators that 
could be used to assess impact of the road safety program. A methodology for developing 
suitable indicators will be established. 
 
67. Road safety campaigns should be undertaken with close participation of the 
communities living beside the project highway. Target groups of the populations should be 
selected from a wide section of the community and a road safety education and awareness 
program for implementation should be designed after detailed discussions have been carried 
out of the population in the project area. The road safety awareness campaigns should be 
developed and implemented to improve the knowledge, attitudes and behavior of al road users 
through a combination of formal and non-formal education, adult programs and mass 
communication activities. To achieve the objectives of ensuring a safe road environment for all 
road users, activities should be carried out by combining a series of programs such as raising 
general awareness of the public. The target groups for the public education and awareness 
campaign should be school children, school teachers, senior citizens, roadside dwellers, shop-
keepers, drivers of motorized and non-motorized vehicles, para-medics, religious leaders and 
NGO workers in the project area. 
 
68. It is recommended that to provide a better and more effective education program 
regarding safe road use behavior, different campaign materials should be developed by NRSC 
and Department of Education to suit the requirements of the different target groups.  The road 
safety promotion material to be used as campaign tools should be posters, leaflets, folders, 
booklets, bookmarks, festoons, placards, audio-cassettes and multi-media presentations.  
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69. For easy and fruitful communication, the project team arranged several training 
workshops for school teachers, para-medics, religious leaders and NGO workers.  The 
campaign program could launch awareness activities especially for drivers and owners of 
commercial vehicles could include audio-cassettes which include road safety instructions, using 
drama and folk songs as well as leaflets, posters with road safety messages. 
 
70. School children should be given most importance as the prime target group because 
they were potential future road users. (The accident statistics also show that children in PNG 
are most vulnerable road users and it is predicted that many children could be killed or seriously 
injured in road accidents in the country the next decade unless a comprehensive approach is 
implemented to reduce accidents to this road user group). It is realized that the need for 
teaching the children safe road use behavior, and special traffic education booklets should be 
developed, which should contain colorful safety messages and practical demonstration using 
photographs of school boys and girls as models. Experience has shown that simple knowledge 
of traffic signs and road markings is not sufficient.  The booklets should be distributed among 
students of the primary and elementary schools in the project area. The school teachers should 
be given training on how to teach road safety lessons to children. 
 
71. Another very effective method for dissemination of road safety instructions for children, 
using the booklet and bookmarkers as guide to safe road use. In public places, road safety 
awareness campaigns could be carried out using a vehicle fitted with large loud speakers, 
commonly called “miking”. Road safety instructions could be transmitted to the public through 
“loud speakers using vehicles decorated with banners and posters, containing road safety 
messages.  These decorated vehicles should attract the local people and passers-by to listen to 
the safety messages given through the loud speakers. 
 
Experience gained from the implementation of the Community Road Safety Program  
 
72. Experience from other countries in Asia has shown that ordinary people lack basic road 
safety knowledge and that they are unaware of standard road safety measures, e.g., traffic 
signs, road markings, non-motorized lanes, pedestrian crossings, etc.  People are not aware of 
the adverse effect of their own behavior or daily habits, (e.g., walking on the wrong side of the 
road, how to cross the road safely, etc.). It was found that the slow-moving vehicles and non-
motorized vehicles face real problems due to lack of separate facilities along main roads.  The 
launching of the awareness program can lead to substantial improvements in road user 
behavior by the public in the Project Area and, it is very important to focus road safety training 
and awareness building of young people since they are more receptive to absorb new 
knowledge. (See the separate report on Community Road Safety Initiatives). 
 
73. The experience gained from overseas road safety awareness programs for the public, 
has demonstrated adoption and application of various ways of providing road safety information 
and education to all road users. School children should be provided with road safety education 
at an early age. Mass literacy textbooks should also contain road safety lessons so that adults 
can be convinced to change their concept on road user behavior. Government and semi-
government institutions should come forward to take up road safety awareness as a national 
agenda along with other mass development programs. 
 
74. Road safety campaigns are more effective if the community is involved in the problem 
identification and in the design of road safety countermeasures. Any community development 
program should begin with problem identification among community beneficiaries to establish a 
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cause-effect relationship. This enables community members to discuss their safety problems 
with one another and prioritize which road safety interventions are most urgently required and 
how they can be addressed. The community is often prepared to contribute resources to make 
the project successful.   
 
75. It should be emphasized that public awareness campaigns without increased law 
enforcement efforts by the traffic police will have minimal effect on the road accident situation. 
The two road safety measures should be carried out simultaneously. 
 
76. It is recommended that in the future, road safety campaigns, as described in this 
chapter, could be implemented in PNG to improve the road safety awareness of roadside 
communities living beside national and major regional roads. Flip charts and posters developed 
by NRSC and used for road safety public awareness campaign should be adopted by the 
Department of Education (DOE) for use as supplementary training material for lessons on road 
safety provided in the textbooks for primary schools.  
 
77. Finally, it should be mentioned that all road projects (e.g., new construction, 
rehabilitation or periodic maintenance projects) for DOW will result in both positive and negative 
effects (e.g., negative impact will be increased speed of the traffic passing through the 
urbanized areas which will result in more road accidents) on the local populations. It is therefore 
strongly recommended that community road safety activities, such as described in this chapter, 
should be carried out for all “Project Affected Communities” (PACs) as integral part of future 
road improvement projects in PNG by DOW and the NRSC. 
 
 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
A. General Observations from Road Safety Review 
 
78. Based on observations, it is concluded that PNG has no real understanding of the extent 
of the road safety problem with the result that there is little pro-active buy in from politicians, the 
public and key agencies to help ensure safety is considered in their everyday activities.   
 
79. Without being able to acknowledge the scale of road safety issues, there will be little 
reason for politicians and the public to demand change through greater investment, and just as 
importantly, for relevant agencies to focus their attention on how improvements can be attained. 
As such, there is a strong need for the NRSC to work with the PNG Police to improve reporting 
rates and the quality of accident reports (as well as to determine current underreporting) to 
ensure better quality data is at hand and available for all stakeholders to use. Combined with 
this, is the need to establish the social cost of road accidents to provide decision makers with 
economic evidence relating to the benefits associated with investing in road safety.   
 
80. A wide range of improvements and recommendations across the road safety sector have 
been identified as shown in the PNG Road Safety Review Report by NRSC (April 2011). Whilst 
these include long term initiatives such as education and driver training to help address road 
user behaviour, there is a need to act immediately to help reduce the number of road casualties 
in the short term. This can best be achieved by focusing on complimentary initiatives 
incorporating engineering, targeted enforcement and community awareness on the worst 
sections of the road network – for instance through the pilot community road safety initiative as 
a demonstration project, e.g., on the Highlands Highway. Ensuring sufficient funding exists to 
design and construct roads safely along with ensuring the Police have equipment, vehicles and 
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fuel for enforcement is essential for any promotional activities to be even remotely effective. 
Simply focusing on a single activity will not achieve the desired road safety improvements. 
Moving forward, a national road safety strategy or plan with Government support and funding 
will be required to provide the direction of future road safety activities.    
 
81. To bring about the improvements that the NRSC believe are necessary and possible, it 
is vital that all stakeholders buy-in and contribute to the solutions with an agreed national 
direction established through a road safety strategy and action plan. This will require 
commitment by the stakeholder agencies to include road safety within their organization’s 
actions and activities as well as through cross-sector coordination to ensure the outcome of 
each agency’s actions exceed their individual input. 
 
  
B. Findings from Road Safety Inspection 
 
82. The main findings from the recent road safety inspection of the HH are the following: 
 
83. There is a complete lack of pedestrian safety facilities for the HH (e.g., footpaths and 
pedestrian crossings and especially near schools and market areas). It was observed that many 
pedestrians were walking in the roadway because there were no proper pedestrian facilities 
outside the carriageway 
 
84. There is a serious lack of traffic control devices installed along the highway, (e.g., 
warning signs (for pedestrians, bends, junctions, narrow bridges, etc.), regulatory signs (e.g., 
stop signs, give way signs, speed limit signs, etc.). Some road markings were observed along 
the highway. However, these road markings were hardly visible due to use of poor quality road 
paint and they were not reflective; 
 
85. Some steel crash barriers were observed along the highway but they were often 
damaged and they were installed too low so there was limited safety effect from the existing 
crash barriers. There was a serious lack of crash barriers at known accident blackspots (e.g., 
where many fatal road accidents had taken place) and at many severe road bends on the 
Kassam and Daulo mountain passes; 
 
86. There were no “Gateways” installed on the approaches to built-up areas along the HH, 
and there is a need for installation of speed limit signs, rumble strips road markings and other 
traffic calming devices to slow down the speed of the through traffic in these urbanized areas. 
 
 
C. Recommendations for DOW to improve Safety on Inter-urban Roads 
 
87. The following general technical recommendations are provided for DOW to improve 
traffic safety on inter-urban highways in PNG:  
 

a. The DOW should establish a Road Safety Cell (RSC), which should be staffed with 
qualified professionals and modern equipment should be provided for the RSC, (e.g. 
traffic counters, cameras, handheld radars (“speed guns”), special dedicated vehicle 
equipped with GPS, traffic signs, traffic cones, flashing lights, reflective vests, etc.) 

b. The DOW as one of the lead road agencies in PNG should undertake reviews of the 
speed management of key rural highways with poor alignments and road surfaces; 
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c. The GoPNG needs to expand the enforcement of heavy vehicle speed, load limits 
and route restrictions to stop vehicles using inappropriate routes; 

d. The DOW should develop and implement roadside management policies and 
strategies to improve road safety. Pilot projects should be designed to show the best 
effectiveness of using the best roadside safety management practices; 

e. The DOW should undertake road safety inspections (e.g. road safety audits of 
existing roads) on a regular basis to improve road safety, and to implement road 
safety audits (RSA) of all new road infrastructure development projects; 

f. The DOW needs to prepare an accident black spot management (BSM) program to 
identify and improve hazardous locations on the main road network in PNG; 

g. The DOW should initiate a specific horizontal curve treatment safety program (e.g., 
installation of warning signs, Chevron Alignment Marker (CAM signs, road markings, 
raised pavement markers, and steel crash barriers, etc.) as a matter of urgency; 

h. The DOW needs to increase the use of guardrails and other forms of barriers as a 
means of providing a safer road environment, e.g., on bridge approaches and sharp 
bends. There is also a need for pedestrian railings on all single-lane bridges; 

i. The DOW should upgrade bridges and improve bridge approach roads, and 
increased attention should be given to improve bridge visibility and protection, 
including better traffic signing, lighting, guardrails and end posts; 

j. The DOW needs to install “Gateways” (with speed limit signs, rumble strips, traffic 
calming measures, etc.) on the approaches to many villages with lots of pedestrians 
which are exposed to heavy vehicle traffic flows and, especially, if there are market 
areas and schools located near the main road through the villages; 

k. The DOW should prepare pedestrian safety plans (e.g., provision of footpaths, 
sidewalks, pedestrian crossings, etc.) for areas where there are many pedestrians 
and, if there have been many accidents taking place involving vulnerable road users; 

l. The DOW needs to review the locations of bus stops along the main roads passing 
though villages; 

m. The DOW should give more attention to reducing night-time rural crashes by using 
traffic control devices with high intensity reflective traffic signs, road delineation and 
reflective road markings and especially, edge lines; 

n. The DOW must give better attention to maintain road surfaces and provide measures 
that improve surface grip in wet weather conditions; 

o. DOW and NRSC should introduce community road safety programs for all new road 
construction projects; 

p. The DOW should provide rest areas on main routes, and develop a specific program 
of resting places to combat driver fatigue.  
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I. DRAFT ROAD SAFETY POLICY 

 
1. Papua New Papua New Guinea (PNG) has one of the highest fatality rate in road 
crashes. Accident data provided by PNG authorities to the WHO in 2008/2009 indicated that 
about 240 people were killed on PNG’s road in 2007. Given the likely high level of under-
reporting, WHO statistical modelling suggests that the true number of road deaths is more than 
likely to be between three and four times this number. In addition to the high loss of life in road 
accidents, an extensive number of people are disabled and seriously injured each year as a 
result of motor vehicle crashes – which has a serious impact on all aspects of society within 
PNG. For example, as a result of death or disability caused by a road crash, not only do victims 
and their families suffer pain and trauma, but society and the community is also burdened from 
an economic perspective. It has been estimated that the socio economic cost of road accidents 
typically amounts to between 1% and 2% of a country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Using 
this indicator range and a GDP of $8.1 billion in 2008 for PNG, the socio economic cost of road 
accidents in PNG for 2008 is calculated to be approximately between K220 million ($81 million) 
and K440 million ($162 million). 
 
2. In the short-term, the National Road Safety Council (NRSC) should be re-activated in 
PNG under the Motor Vehicle Act under the Chairmanship of the Chief Minister. The 
government should in the long-term create the Papua New Guinea Road Safety Authority (PNG 
RSA) with a Road Safety Commissioner within the Ministry of Transport to advise the 
government on road safety policies and coordinate road safety measures.  The government 
should also create a Road Safety Fund (RSF) to provide resources for road safety measures.  
Detailed guidelines for the operation of the Road Safety Fund should be prepared by the 
government. 
 
3. The government’s approach to road safety should be articulated in a Policy Note of the 
Transport Department presented to the Legislative Assembly.  This approach should identify 
engineering, enforcement and education as major thrust areas, and recognize the need for 
driver training, driver skill testing, setting up of emergency accident relief centres, improvement 
of road infrastructure and several other key road safety aspects. 
 
4. The increasing number of accidents and consequent loss of lives and resources indicate 
a need to strengthen the government’s policy on Road Safety.  The GoPNG should take 
concerted measures to control the incidence of road accidents and ensure safe travel for all 
road users. Accordingly, the GoPNG feels the need to formulate and announce the Road Safety 
Policy, which should act as a guide to the concerned government departments, relevant 
stakeholders and to the public. 
 

II. VISION 

 

5. Stop and reverse the increasing trend in number of accidents, number of deaths and 
number of injuries by 2020. 
Achieve a 20 percent reduction in fatalities and injuries by 2020, considering 2014-15 as the 
base year. 
 
6. To achieve these objectives, an in-depth analysis of the factors affecting road safety 
such as road environment, road users and vehicles should be carried out and the following 
measures should be considered. 
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III. ACTIONS 

 

Improved Data Collection process and Reliable Safety Information Database 
 
7.  Accident data is crucial to address road safety problems.  It is a source of information for 
planners, facilitators and researchers.  Towards improving the data collection process and 
developing a reliable accident data base the GoPNG intends to: 
Improve the system of accident data collection and carry out comprehensive analysis of the 
data; and 
Pursue the policy of computerization and centralization of data relating to vehicles, drivers, road 
conditions, load impact, crash details, etc. 
 
Safer Road Infrastructure 
  
8. Improving the road environment will have a positive impact on road safety.  In this 
regard, the government intends to: 
Continuously identify accident prone areas (“black spots”) on the basis of accident intensity and 
severity using appropriate improvements;  
Introduce the latest planning, design and construction techniques in a sustained manner, 
including appropriate traffic signs and other road furniture; 
Carry out road safety audit, wherever appropriate and create institutional arrangements to 
sustain this activity; and 
Remove encroachments and obstructions affecting the full use of the public roads. 
 
Safer Drivers 
 
9. Driver error is a major cause of road accidents and to address this issue, the 
government intends to: 
Undertake safety campaigns and vigorously motivate drivers to wear crash helmets and fasten 
seat belts; 
Enforce fastening of seat belts, wearing of helmets as per statutory rules; 
Introduce a more effective and efficient licensing procedure and vigorously pursue the creation 
of a computerized National Register for all driving license holders; 
Ensure effective enforcement to check violation of basic safety requirements and drunken 
driving, and implement deterrent penal provisions; and 
Promote the establishment of an adequate number of properly qualified and equipped driving 
schools. 
 
Safer Vulnerable Road Users 
 
10. Pedestrians, cyclists and children are particularly vulnerable and are involved in a large 
number of accidents.  To ensure safety for these vulnerable road users, government intends to: 
Make traffic safety education training programs mandatory in schools; 
Organize road safety awareness campaigns and orientation programs for all categories of road 
users and make them aware of their respective responsibilities; and 
Community road safety programs should be developed and implemented. 
 
Effective Enforcement 
 
11. Each road is designed for use at a particular speed and neglecting this leads to 
accidents.  To ensure safe speed, the government intends to- 
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12. Introduce or revise speed limits after scientific assessment of stream speeds in different 
areas and install proper signs indicating the speed limits; and 
Strengthen the enforcement of speed limits through the use of appropriate technology like 
speed cameras. 
 
13. Effective enforcement will have a direct impact on reduction in accidents and to ensure 
that the government intends to: 
Organize proper training for national traffic police personnel for better understanding and 
effective handling of traffic problems, by improving traffic facilities, infrastructure and institutional 
facilities; and 
 
14. Ensure greater accountability of the force and introduce a system of recognition of 
meritorious service. 
 
Emergency Medical Response (EMR) 
 
15. Towards making emergency medical care available to all accident victims, the 
government intends to: 
Upgrade and disseminate awareness about the system of accident care and health 
management through effective publicity campaigns; 
Promote involvement of private practitioners in EMR and trauma care through training, 
adequate safeguards and incentives; and 
Improve the capacity of government hospitals to deal with EMR. 
 
 
Institutional and Financial Mechanism 
 
16. An effective institutional mechanism is essential for sustainable road safety policy 
implementation.  In order to strengthen the institutional and financial mechanism, the 
government intends to: 
 

 In the short-term, the National Road Safety Council (NRSC) should be established as 
the lead coordinating body for road safety in PNG. In the long-term, the PNG Road 
Safety Authority should be established and the office of a Road Safety Commissioner. 
These measures should create the necessary institutional structures needed to provide 
effective safety coordination; 

 Clearly define the responsibility of each agency and institution involved in the planning 
and delivery of road safety activities in PNG; 

 National road safety targets should be defined and agreed upon; 
1. Create necessary support structures to enable each institution to effectively play its 

assigned role; 
 Establish a pro-active system of public participation, involving all stakeholders, including 

the Transport Operators in PNG; and 
 Improve coordination by presenting fund allocations related to road safety under various 

Departments and schemes in a consolidated manner. 
 
Increased Funding 
 
17. Road Safety measures require enhanced and recurrent funding support.  Towards 
ensuring this, the government intends to: 
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 A percentage of the fines collected from traffic law violations by road users should be 
deposited in the Road Safety Fund Account; 

 A percentage (to be determined) of the Annual Road Infrastructure Budget should be 
allocated for road safety activities; 

 A percentage of the vehicle registration fees and a percentage of the driving license fee 
should be allocated (“earmarked”) for the Road Safety Fund Account;  

 Identify measures for augmenting funding for road safety (Give consideration to the 
imposition of a road safety tax on purchase of all categories of motor vehicles and to 5 % 
additional charges levied on third party insurance); 

 Encourage private participation in the task of raising funds for road safety. 
 
18. This Policy indicates a broad outline of the measures to be taken by the GoPNG. The 
various concerned departments of government (e.g., finance, planning, transport, roads, health, 
education, information, etc. shall formulate specific measures and take appropriate actions 
concerning road safety to give effect to this national road safety policy. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A.  Background and Approach 

 

1.  Papua New Guinea (PNG) has one of the highest fatality rate in road crashes. Accident 

data provided by PNG authorities to the WHO in 2008/2009 indicated that about 240 people 

were killed on PNG’s road in 2007. Given the likely high level of under-reporting, WHO 

statistical modelling suggests that the true number of road deaths is more than likely to be 

between three and four times this number. In addition to the high loss of life in road accidents, 

an extensive number of people are disabled and seriously injured each year as a result of motor 

vehicle crashes, which has a serious impact on all aspects of society within PNG. For example, 

as a result of death or disability caused by a road crash, not only do victims and their families 

suffer pain and trauma, but society and the community is also burdened from an economic 

perspective. It has been estimated that the socio economic cost of road accidents typically 

amounts to between 1% and 2% of a country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Using this 

indicator range and a GDP of $8.1 billion in 2008 for PNG, the socio economic cost of road 

accidents in PNG for 2008 is calculated to be approximately between K220 million ($81 million) 

and K440 million ($162 million). 

 

2. Road s afety is a problem around the world and experience shows that it needs to 

be tackled in a comprehensive and coordinated manner in order to achieve success. It has 

also been shown that different types of intervention are effective at different stages of a 

nation’s development in safety and that the problem needs to be addressed within a 

systematic and strategic plan to maximize benefits. 

 

3. The proposed Road Safety Action Plan (RSAP) is divided into 15 Sectors. The sectors 

involve many different disciplines and a very wide range of approaches. It is a very complicated 

task. The format of this report, however, deliberately attempts to clarify both the existing 

situation and the way ahead by adopting an easy-to-read format for each sector. 

 

4. Road safety is a multi-disciplinary problem requiring action from all sectors and an 

effective, coordinated road safety action plan will enable each stakeholder to take action in 

their respective areas to help reduce the size of the overall problem 

 

B. Sector 1: Coordination and Management of Road Safety 

5. Objectives: To define clear designation of responsibility for road safety policy, 
strategy and action plans through well-coordinated approach within PNG and local 
organizations with adequate technical and financial support to manage and coordinate 
traffic safety activities aimed at the reduction of road traffic accidents and causalities. 

 

Key Points regarding Implementation 

- An interim committee/working group should be established as quick as 
possible to define and agree on role of new State Road Safety Committee 
(SRSC). 

- To make aware of urgency and importance of problem to the state, and 
prioritized Road Safety Program. 

- To establish necessary legislation for establishment of  SRSC  and  its technical 
subcommittee. 
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- Establishment of SRSC. 

- Provision of technical and financial support on SRSC activity. 

- Establishment of local coordinating bodies and mechanism District Road 
Safety Council 

 1.2 Sector 2: Road Accident Data System 

Objective: To Establish Nationwide Comprehensive Road Accident Data System 

Background: 

Accident Reporting and Recording System 

- PNG Traffic Police Force have primary responsibility. 
 
 

Key Points regarding Implementation: 

- To form Accident Data System Sub-committee (ADSSC) with PNG Police Force, 
PWD and Health Department. 

- To upgrade the standard form for data collection. 

- To set up computerized data base system. 

- To analyze, disseminate and monitor the data by Accident Data System Subcommittee 
(ADSSC) 

- Health Department should also carry out extensive injury surveillance that 
provides additional information on casualties 

- Single Consolidated annual traffic accident report (including PNG Police & 
Hospital data) to be produced and widely disseminated 

 1.3 Sector: 3: Road Safety Funding 

Objective: To obtain sustainable funding for implementing the Road Safety Action 
Plan including setting up of a Road Safety Fund. 

Background: 

- At present, there is no such thing as a road safety fund or other dedicated 
means of financing road safety activities. 

Key Points regarding Implementation: 

- Since there is no Road Safety Fund, the first logical step is to set up such 
fund 

- To do so we need to require the permission of the government via the 
Cabinet. 

- Sustainable funding is required, increasing each year to keep pace with 
increasing motorization. 

- Government and public need to be made aware of the huge losses to the State 
economy. 

- Collaboration is needed with private sector. 

 1.4 Sector 4: Safe Planning and Design of Roads 

Objective: Safety conscious planning and design of roads to reduce the 
number and severity of road accidents. 

Background: 
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- At present, the National Institute of Standards & Industrial Technology (NISIT) is 
responsible for design standards on national roads and other road-agencies 
have their own standards. DOW are using Australian design standards and in the 
future National standards for PNG should be prepared. 

 

Key Points Regarding Implementation 

- Adopt Australian Design Standards with some modification (if necessary) 

- Develop Road Safety Audit Policy. 

- Prepare Road Safety Audit Guidelines. 

- Develop and implement Road Safety Audit training. 

 1.5 Sector 5: Improvement of Hazardous Locations 

Objectives: Analysis of accident data system and identification  
and improvement of hazardous location 

Background: 

- Existing accident data system does collect location information on form but does 
not allow for analysis on precise location of accidents. 

- There is no methodology available with DOW to identify Black Spots 

Key Points regarding Implementation: 

- Criteria for defining hazardous locations. 

- Accident Data form to have precise location detail. 

- Streamlining of process. 

- Sharing of accident data. 

- Introduce more scientific processes for accident black spot, including 
improvement cost/benefit analysis for ranking and evaluation. 

- Guidelines/Manuals 

- Training of Road Engineers 

- Black Spot Improvement Programs to be prepared on all road networks. 

 1.6 Sector 6: Safety Education for Children 

Objectives: Road Safety Education of Children in basic Education, including out of 
school. 

Background 

- The National Road Safety Council (NRSC) in cooperation with the Traffic Police 

Department could organize Traffic Safety W eek as part of the same. 

The school children are provided training on Road Signs etc. 

Key Points Regarding Implementation 

- Teacher Guides. 

- Teacher Resource Materials. 

- Children Work Sheets. 

- In Service Training of existing Teachers. 

- Trainee Teachers. 

- Safe routes to school projects and safe school zones. 
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- School projects on safety. 

 1.7 Sector 7: Driver Training and Testing 

Objective: To ensure that learners are given effective instruction on driving and 
only safe, competent drivers are awarded driving licenses. 

Background: 

- There is no efficient drivers training system by the traffic police. 

Key Points Regarding Implementation: 

- More driving training centers, so that every district has at least one. 

- Develop the driving training schools with different types of driving training for 
different types of vehicles. 

- Instructors to have defensive driving training 

- Authorize some trainers of private driving training schools to carry out the test 
after examining their eligibility. 

- Provide sufficient training facilities and instruction materials to the driving 
training centers. 

- Review a n d  amend test requirements to ensure the trainees are tested on 
safe driving practices (including defensive driving) as well as the existing Traffic 
Law. 

 1.8 Sector 8: Road Safety Publicity and Campaigns 

Objective: More effective road safety publicity campaigns aimed at the road users 
at most risk and others who can affect their safety. 

Background 

- Traffic Police Department serves as focal agency to implement the traffic rules, 
enforce the traffic safety methods and follow the traffic rules. Traffic Police 
Department is the nodal agency to enforce the publicity and awareness 
campaign 

Key Points Regarding Implementation 

- To carry out continuous activities in the area of Publicity. 

- Intending to educate people from all walks of life in understanding road safety 
problems using an effective & coordinated multimedia approach 

- To give Road Safety talks till to the township level by vividly describing about 
the alarming rate of annual traffic fatalities and life-long disabilities. 

- To make all road users comprehend the traffic rules, persuade them to obey 
these rules and stimulate better habits & safety culture. 

- Plan and help implement an all-year round program for publicity 
campaigns such as wearing seat belts, helmets and avoid drunken driving 

- Publicity campaigns are much more  effective  when  complemented  by 
enforcement campaigns. 

 1.9 Sector: 9: Vehicle Safety Standards 

Objective: Improved road safety through periodical inspection of vehicles with 
efficient modern equipment, ensuring a safety culture among vehicle operators. 

Background: 

- RTA is the authority to check vehicle safety 
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Key Points regarding Implementation: 

- To inspect vehicle with efficient modern equipment; 

- To give appropriate training to vehicle inspectors; 

- To make the vehicle owners widely aware of the procedure of vehicle 
inspection; 

- To have sufficient catalogues of the specifications of all relevant motor 
vehicles; 

- To have adequate numbers of vehicle inspectors; 

- Review possibility of vehicle inspection agencies being registered in the office 
of the RTA and eligible to issue vehicle roadworthiness certificate to vehicles 
inspected at their agency. 

 1.10 Sector 10: Traffic Legislation 

Objective: Updated and effective legislation and efficient judicial system to deter 
contraventions and to punish those not complying with Traffic Laws 

Background 

- Review of the Road Traffic Act and Motor Vehicle legislation;  

Key Points regarding Implementation 

- Need to update legislation to reflect modern traffic conditions and enforcement 
needs; 

- Need to increase fines to become more of a deterrent; 

- Educative talks and activities to inform public of new legislation; 

- New legislation regarding use of Seat belts & Drink Driving;  

- Update Speed detection/enforcement regulations to allow use of modern radar 
equipment and speed measurement equipment. 

 1.11 Sector 11: Traffic Police and Law Enforcement 

Objectives: Improved road safety via more effective and more efficient traffic police 
of traffic regulations by taking action. 

Key Points Regarding Implementation 

- Focus needed on slow moving vehicles and pedestrians. 

- Educate the drivers of Companies, Government departments and Training 
Courses. 

- Taking action on disobedient vehicles, slow moving vehicles and 
pedestrians 

- Targeted enforcement for specific types of accidents 

- Taking action with regard to more effective punishment by courts. 
 
 

 1.12 Sector 12: Emergency Assistance to Road Accident Victims 

Objective: Improve the assistance given to road accident casualties to reduce 
death and injury severity including the establishment of a State Trauma System in 
order to achieve optimization of medical treatment to Road Accident Victims in all 
stages. 
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Key Points Regarding Implementation 

- Need to have more and quicker first aid to victims. 

- Need to train potential helpers in first aid activities. 

- Need to introduce a state EMS system with appropriate funding, training, 
equipment and personnel. 

- Need to mobilize other road users /drivers to increase chances of first aid 
assistance during accidents. 

- Encourage Private Hospitals, NGOs to have First Aid and Medical Facilities to 
Victims. 

 1.13 Sector 13: Road Safety Research 

Objectives:  To improve road safety through adequately  funded  and coordinated 
transport research. 

Background:  No such facility available at present 

Key Points Regarding Implementation 

- Establish Road Safety Research Committee. 

- Organizations related with Road Safety to commission Road Safety 

- Research in-house and from relevant universities and institutes. 

- Safety programs and initiatives should be independently 

- Annual forum on road safety research. 

- Effective road safety depends upon the application of the research findings to the 
design of the interventions. 

 1.14 Sector 14: Road Accident Costing 

Objectives: To develop and make known realistic estimates of road accident costs 
to enable policy makers to understand road safety priority. 

Background 

No research has been conducted on road accident costs in P N G until now 

Key Points Regarding Implementation 

- Publicize widely the huge economic losses being incurred annually. 

- Use costs in ranking & evaluation of road safety interventions 

- Update road traffic accident cost estimates annually using inflation. 

- Carry out more comprehensive re-calculations every three years. 

- Periodically review costing methodology and select appropriate one to meet 
need of PNG. 

- Periodically and refine costs in research component used in calculation. 
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 1.15 Sector 15: Collaboration 

Objectives: Effective partnerships of government, private sector and civil 
society working together and drawing upon regional experience to improve road 
safety in PNG. 

Key Points Regarding Implementation: 

- Private sector, communities and government agencies  need  to  work together to 
implement a National Road Safety Action Plan. 

- The business representatives should be widened to include 

- Association of State Enterprises & Industries or similar and the 
community/NGOs must similarly represent a large number of such entities. 

- Government must also work closely with local  authorities  to  ensure effective 
implementation of the Road Safety Action Plan for PNG. 



Attachment 3 
 

Proposal for 
Papua New Guinea Road Safety Authority (PNG RSA) 

 
Constitution of the Authority: 
 
1.  The Government may, by notification in the Gazette, constitute with effect from such 
date as may be specified therein, an Authority to be called “the Papua New Guinea Road Safety 
Authority” 
 
2.  The Authority shall be a body corporate by the name aforesaid, having perpetual 
succession and a common seal, with powers, subject to be provisions of this Ordinance, to 
acquire, hold and dispose of property, both movable and immovable and to contract and shall 
by the said name sue and persons being sued. 
 
3. The Authority shall consist of the following members namely: - 
 

a) the Minister for Transport, who shall be the Chairman of the Authority; 
b) the Minister for Works, who shall be the Vice Chairman of the Authority; 
c) the Secretary, Department of Transport; 
d) the Secretary, Department of Justice; 
e) the Secretary, Department of Finance;  
f) the Secretary, Department of Works;  
g) the Secretary, Department of Health;  
h) the Secretary, Department of Education;  
i) the Road Safety Commissioner, who shall be the Chief Executive Officer of the 

Authority; 
j) the Director General of Police; 
k) the Inspector General of Police (traffic); 
l) the Engineer-in-Chief, DOW; 
m) the Manager, Motor Vehicle Insurance Ltd. (MVIL); 
n) the Project Director (ADB funded projects), DOW; and 
o) three persons who are experts in the field of road safety, nominated by the Government. 

 
4. The nominated members of the Authority shall hold office during the pleasure of the 
Government. 
 
5. Any nominated members of the Authority shall hold office during the pleasure of the 
Government. 
 
Functions of the Authority: 
 
6. The Authority shall have the following functions, namely:- 
 

a) advising the Government on road safety policies; 
b) prescribing and enforcing road safety standards and procedures; 
c) formulating schemes, projects and programs, relating to road safety; 
d) coordinating the work relating to road safety with all concerned agencies and 

departments; 
e) implementing road safety programs; 
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f) administering the Road Safety Fund; 
g) sanctioning expenditure for the implementation of road safety schemes and programs; 
h) sanctioning expenditure for road safety projects and for purchase and installation of 

equipment and devices connected with road safety; 
i) sanctioning financial assistance to organizations and institutions working in the field of 

road safety. 
j) sanctioning expenditure for the conduct of studies projects and research on matters 

relating to road safety; 
k) extending assistance to victims of accidents; 
l) sanctioning expenditure for trauma care programs or activities; 
m) sanctioning administrative expenditure of the Authority; 
n) sanctioning expenditure on matters connected with road safety measures; 
o) discharging such other function, as may be prescribed, having regard to the objects of 

this Ordinance. 
 
Executive Committee: 
 
7. There shall be an Executive Committee for the Authority consisting of the following 
members, namely:  
 

a) Chief Secretary, who shall be the Chairman of the Executive Committee; 
b) Transport Commissioner shall be the Vice Chairman; 
c) Inspector General of Police (Traffic); 
d) Secretary, DOW;  
e) Chief Engineer (National Roads Authority), DOW; 
f) Chief Engineer (Planning), DOW; 
g) Project Director (ADB / PIU), DOW; 
h) Director, Department of Health; and 
i) Additional Transport Commissioner or Joint Transport Commissioner- Member 

Secretary; 
 
8.  The Executive Committee shall be in-charge of the implementation of the decisions of 
the PNG Road Safety Authority; 
 
9. Subject to such restrictions, conditions and limitations, as may be imposed by the 
Authority, the Executive Committee shall exercise such powers and discharge such functions of 
the Authority as may be delegated to it by the Authority. 
 
Road Safety Commissioner:  
 
10. The Chief Secretary, who should be the Chairman of the Executive Committee shall be 
the ex-official Road Safety Commissioner for the purpose of this Ordinance. 
 
11.   The Road Safety Commissioner shall be the Chief Executive Officer of the Authority. 
 
12. Levy and collection of tax/levy: - (1) There shall be levied and collected a one-time 
tax/levy for the purposes of this Ordinance on every motor vehicle used or kept for use in PNG 
at the rates specified for such vehicle in the Schedule;  
 
13. Provided that no such tax/levy shall be levied on a motor vehicle kept by a dealer in, or 
manufacturers of, such vehicle for the purpose of trade; 
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14. Provided farther that if the Government are of opinion that it is necessary in the public 
interest so to do, they may, be notification in the Gazette, make an exemption in regard to the 
tax/levy payable under this Ordinance in respect of any motor vehicle or class of motor vehicles; 
 
15. Every tax due under sub-section (1) shall be payable by the registered owner or any 
person having possession or control of the motor vehicle, as the case may be. 
 
16.  The tax levied under sub-section (1) shall be collected by the taxation officer appointed 
under the Papua New Guinea Motor Vehicles Taxation act, or in such manner and at such time 
as may be prescribed.  
 
17.  The Government may, by notification in the Gazette, direct that for the purpose of 
collection of tax, the provisions of the Papua New Guinea Motor Vehicles Taxation Act, shall 
apply subject to such modifications as may be specific in the notification. 
 
18.  Where any person who is liable to pay the tax in respect of a motor vehicle fails to pay 
the tax within the time prescribed under sub-section (3), such person shall, in addition to the tax, 
pay an amount of fine equal to ten per cent of the tax due.  
 
19.  The proceed of the tax levied and collected under this Ordination by the Government 
together with fines, interest and fees recovered there under shall first be credited to the 
Consolidated Fund of the Nation and after deducting the expenses of collection and recovery, 
as determined by the Government, the remaining amount shall, under appropriation duly made 
by law in this behalf, be entered into and transferred to the Road Safety Fund.  
 
20.  Any amount transferred to the Fund shall be charged on the Consolidated Fund of the 
State. 
 
21. Establishment of the Fund: - (1) As soon as may be after the constitution of the 
Authority, there shall be established a Fund to be called the “Papua New Guinea Road Safety 
Fund”. 
 
22. There shall be credited to the Fund; 
 

a) the amount transferred under sub-section (6) of section 10; 
b) grants, loans or advances made by the Government; 
c) grants, loans or advances made by the Government of Papua New Guinea; 
d) contributions from public or private institutions or organizations; 
e) Percentage of fines collected by traffic police for traffic law violations.   

 
23. The Government shall contribute to the Road Safety Fund every year, an amount equal 
to fifty per cent of the compounding fee collected in the previous year under section XXX of the 
Motor Vehicles Act.  
 
24. Vesting and administration of the Road Safety Fund: - 
 
25. The Fund shall vest in and be administered by the Authority constituted under section 3; 
 

a) The Authority shall administer the Fund vested in it in such manner as may be 
prescribed.  
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b) All moneys forming part of the Fund shall be deposited in the National Bank of Papua 
New Guinea or any nationalized bank, as may be decided by the Authority and the 
account shall be operated by the Chief Executive Officer of the Authority in such manner 
as the Authority may decide. 

 
 
Utilization of the Road Safety Fund: 
 
26. The Fund shall be utilized for all or any of the following purposes, namely:- 
 

a) road safety programs; 
b) awareness program in respect of road safety; 
c) purchases of equipment connected with road safety; 
d) funding of approved studies on projects and research regarding road safety;  
e) giving assistance in the form of grants or loans to individuals, organizations and 

institutions working in the field of road safety; 
f) giving assistance or relief to victims of accidents; 
g) trauma-care programs and related activities; 
h) administrative expenses of the Authority; 
i) expenditure on matters connected with road safety as the Authority may deem fit; and  
j) any other purpose as may be prescribed by the Government. 

 
 



Attachment 4 
 

Outline Terms of Reference 
Technical Assistance to the Road Safety Cell of DOW 

 
A. Introduction 
 
1. The Government of Papua New Guinea (GoPNG) has received a loan from the Asian 
Development Bank (ADB) and intends to use a portion of the loan towards the provision of 
technical assistance to the Department of Works (DOW) for the strengthening the technical staff 
of the Road Planning Department within the DOW.  
 
2. The technical assistance proposed is required to support the Road Planning Department 
in providing an effective road safety engineering service within the DOW.  The key objectives 
are to assist the DOW to establish a small Road Safety Cell within the Planning Department and 
to build capacity among the DOW headquarters staff and the DOW field staff in the various 
zones throughout the State. The technical assistance should provide DOW staff knowledge 
regarding road safety engineering, to provide expert technical advice to the department, to 
implement a road safety audit system with training of DOW staff at the headquarters and at the 
divisional offices, and to develop a rolling program to identify accident blackspots on the DOW 
road network and to train DOW staff to design and implement low-cost remedial measures for 
treating hazardous location on the road network (accident blackspots). In addition, the 
consultant will be required to assist the government to prepare a road safety policy, a road 
safety strategy and the development of the Papua New Guinea Road Safety Action Plan in 
cooperation with the relevant key stakeholders. 
 
B. Background  
 
3. Papua New Guinea (PNG) has one of the highest fatality rate in road crashes. Accident 
data provided by PNG authorities to the WHO in 2008/2009 indicated that about 240 people 
were killed on PNG’s road in 2007. Given the likely high level of under-reporting, WHO 
statistical modelling suggests that the true number of road deaths is more than likely to be 
between three and four times this number. In addition to the high loss of life in road accidents, 
an extensive number of people are disabled and seriously injured each year as a result of motor 
vehicle crashes, which has a serious impact on all aspects of society within PNG. For example, 
as a result of death or disability caused by a road crash, not only do victims and their families 
suffer pain and trauma, but society and the community is also burdened from an economic 
perspective. It has been estimated that the socio economic cost of road accidents typically 
amounts to between 1% and 2% of a country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Using this 
indicator range and a GDP of $8.1 billion in 2008 for PNG, the socio economic cost of road 
accidents in PNG for 2008 is calculated to be approximately between K220 million ($81 million) 
and K440 million ($162 million). 
 
4. Statistics from NRSC shows that the reported road fatality rate in PNG is about 5 deaths 
per 100,000 population while the WHO estimate is about 15 deaths per 100,000 population. The 
reported deaths per 10,000 registered vehicles is about 50 deaths per 10,000 vehicles while the 
estimated deaths per 10,000 vehicles is about 150, which is extremely high. As the figures 
indicate, in terms of number of deaths per 100,000 population, PNG is ranked in the middle of 
countries for the West Pacific Region whilst in terms of number of deaths in road crashes per 
10,000 vehicles, PNG is one of the worst performing countries in the Region. It should be noted 
that this is primarily due to the fact that a large proportion of the population live in relatively 
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isolated rural areas with limited access to roads and/or vehicles and therefore less impacted in 
terms of exposure to motor vehicles. A study by Transport Research Laboratory (TRL), UK in 
1990, based on police reported crash data from 1987, showed the following: The Highlands 
Region had 22% of all crashes but 39% of all fatalities. 
 
5. The Government of Papua New Guinea (GoPNG) is considering to establish a Road 
Safety Cell (RSC) in the Planning Department within the DOW. The responsibilities of the RSC 
will be to develop and oversee implementation of traffic signs and road marking plans, to carry 
out road safety audits, to design engineering counter-measures for accident prone locations, to 
inspect road works sites (to ensure that the DOW technical guidelines and the national 
standards (“Safe Traffic Control at Road Works – Field Guide” (2016), are followed at road 
construction sites on public roads), to design junction improvement schemes, and to oversee 
implementation of road safety engineering interventions throughout the country.  The RSC 
should coordinate with key stakeholders e.g., the Papua New Guinea Police and the Motor 
Vehicle Insurance Ltd. (MVIL) the implementation of accident blackspot improvement schemes.  
 
C. Objectives 
 
6. The objectives of the technical assistance are the following: 
 

 To train the Road Safety Cell (RSC) staff of the DOW and staff from the DOW Provincial 
and Divisional Offices and representatives from local consultants and the technical 
university in all aspects of road safety engineering – and in doing so build on the training 
that the staff will receive from formal courses; 

 To help establish the systems and working procedures whereby the RSC officers deliver 
the road safety engineering service; 

 To provide technical back-up to RSC staff; 
 To strengthen DOW contribution to the Government of Papua New Guinea road safety 

program. 
 
D. Scope of services 
 
7. The technical consultant will work under the direction of the Chief Engineer, DOW. The 
scope of services includes, but not limited to: 
 

 To provide training (short courses, seminars, study visits, preparation of technical notes, 
etc., to DOW staff and representatives from local consultants and the technical university 
all aspects of road safety engineering; 

 To review and update sections related to road safety in the General Specifications for 
Road and Bridge Works, to develop a Road Design Manual, Traffic Signs and Road 
Marking Manual, and oversee the implementation of the guidelines: Safe Traffic Control 
at Road Works; 

 To assist with the preparation of manuals on road safety audit and the identification and 
treatment of hazardous locations, including estimation of road accident costs; 

 To assist RSC in setting up and implementing the road safety audit system, including 
performing the role of Audit Team Leader when no other experienced auditor is 
available; 

 To assist RSC in all aspects of developing and implementing an accident blackspot 
program, including evaluation of improvement scheme performance; 
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 To assist RSC staff in mainstreaming road safety in DOW, including assistance in 
training programs and presentations to key decision makers, and identifying 
opportunities within DOW to enhance safety; 

 To assist RSC in developing good working relationships with other key stakeholders, 
such as the Papua New Guinea Police and Motor Vehicle Insurance Ltd. (MVIL); 

 If required, provide technical advice to the Papua New Guinea National Road Safety 
Council (NRSC) 

 
E. Qualifications and Experience 
 
8. The Services shall be provided by a consultant qualified as a Highway/Traffic Engineer 
or equivalent with at least 10 years professional experience of road safety engineering in less 
developed countries. Experience in technical training of staff and other forms of capacity-
building are essential. 
 
F. Required Inputs/Timetable 
 
9. The duration of the assignment will be 12 months. The consultant will work full-time in 
the RSC office. 
 
10. The TA consultant assignment shall commence work by …… and the assignment shall 
be completed by (to be decided) 
 
G. Reporting 
 
11. The consultant shall prepare and submit the following documents to the client:  
 

 Inception Report – 3 weeks after commencement; 
 Progress Reports - every two months; 
 Draft Final Report – 2 weeks before the end of the assignment; 
 Final Report –on receipt of client’s response to the Draft Final Report.   

 
H. Provision of services and facilities by the client 
 
12. The client will provide the consultant with all necessary reports and other documentation. 
 
13. The client will assist in establishing contacts and facilitate the cooperation of other 
government ministries and agencies, as required for carrying out the assignment and liaison as 
necessary. The Client will give the consultant assistance to gain access to all information 
required for the proper conduct and completion of the assignment.  
 
14. The client will provide office space and office facilities for the traffic engineering advisor. 



Papua New Guinea Police 

ROAD ACCIDENT REPORT 

FIR No. State           Attachment 5 

 District 
Police 
Station 

Section 
of Law 

Write number in box.  Circle the correct answer. 
 
Accident Severity 
 
1.  Fatal 

2.  Serious injury (Hospitalised) 

3.  Minor injury 

4.  Damage only 

    Day        Month            Year 
 Accident  
 Date 

 

 
Number of vehicles 
involved 
 

Number of driver  
casualties 
 

Number of passenger 
casualties 
 

Number of pedestrian  
casualties 

 Accident        1. Sun     2. Mon    3. Tues    4. Wed 

 Day         5. Thur    6. Fri       7. Sat 

 

Accident  
Time (24 hour clock) 

Collision Type 

1.  Head on 

2.  Hit from rear 

3.  Hit from side 

4.  Side swipe 

5.  Ran off road  
       (no collision) 

6.  Hit object in road 

7.  Hit object off road 

8.  Hit parked vehicle 

9.  Hit pedestrian 

10.  Hit animal 

11.  Other 

 

Road Type 

1.  Single lane 

2.  Two lane 

3.  Two lane with central divider 

4.  Three or more lanes without 

central divider 

5. Four or more lanes with 

central divider 

Junction Type 

1.   

2.   

3.  

4.  

 

5. 
 
6.  Rail crossing 
manned 

7. Rail crossing 
unmanned 

8. Bridge 

9. None of these 

Junction Control 

1.  Not at junction 

2.  Police officer 

3.  Traffic signals 

4.  Flashing signal 

5.  STOP sign 

6.  GIVE WAY sign  

7. Uncontrolled 

 Road Category 

1.  National Highway 

2.  Provincial Road 

3.  District Road 

4.  Local Govnt. Rd. 

5.  Institutional Rd.  

Light Conditions 

1.  Daylight 

2.  Darkness – no     

street lights 

3.  Darkness - with         

     street lights on 

 Weather 

1.  Clear weather 

2.  Light rain 

3.  Heavy rain 

4.  Fog / mist 

5.  Smoke / Dust 

6.  Strong wind 

7.  Other 

Road Character 

1.  Straight + Flat 

2.  Bend only 

3.  Gradient only 

4.  Bend + gradient 

5.  Other 

Surface 
 Type 

1.  Paved 

2.  Unpaved 

 

Road  
Condition 

1.  Good 

2.  Poor 

3.  Roadworks in   

progress 

Surface 
Condition 

1.  Dry 

2.  Wet 

3.  Muddy 

4.  Flooded 

Carriageway width  m 

Shoulder width   m 

Road width   m 

Shoulder Type 

1.  Paved 

2.  Unpaved 

Traffic Movement 

1.  Two-way 

2.  One-way 

Traffic Restrictions 
1.  One-way street 

2.  Entry of heavy vehicles prohibited 

3.  Speed restrictions 

4.  Parking prohibited 

5.  Any other (specify) 

Accident Location Sketch 

Show site in relation to well-known places such as schools, temples, mosques, 
churches, bridges and road junctions.  Mark distances to these places.  Always give 
street names.  Mark the accident clearly with a cross or arrow. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Location Type 

1. City / Town    Name:  

 

2. Village            Name: 

 

3. Rural area – NOT in city, town or village 

Landmark  

1.  Near school / college 

2.  Near / inside a village 

3.  Near factory / industrial area 

4.  Near religious place 

5.  Near recreation place 

6.  In bazaar 

7.  Near office complex 

8.  Near hospital 

9.  Residential area 

10.  Open area 

11.  Near bus stop 

12.  Near petrol pump 

13.  At pedestrian crossing 

14.  Affected by encroachments 

15.  Narrow bridge or culvert 

 
  E =     Map No. 
 

  N = 

 

 

Route No. 

 

Kilometre 

 



Reporting Officer - Rank and Name 

 

 

Police description of accident  

 

 

 

 

 

Collision Diagram Sketch 
Mark the position and direction of each vehicle and details of the road layout at the site 
of the accident. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Cause of Accident 

1.  Fault of driver / rider 

2.  Fault of pedestrian 

3.  Fault of passenger 

4.  Defect in mechanical condition of vehicle 

5.  Defect in road condition 

6.  Bad weather 

7.  Falling of boulders 

8.  Neglect of civic bodies 

9.  Other cause 

10.  Cause not known 

Hit and Run 

1.  Yes     

2. No 

 

 

Vehicle registration number  

 Vehicle Type 

1.  Motorcycle                9.  Minibus 

2.  Scooter / moped     10.  Bus 

3.  Autorickshaw          11.  Bicycle 

4.  Car/Jeep/Van          12. Tractor 

5.   Taxi                        13.  Handcart 

6.  Light goods veh       14.  Animal-drawn 

7.  Heavy goods veh     15.  Other / not  

8.  Articulated goods vehicle             known 

 Vehicle Manoeuvre 

1.  Going ahead, not 

overtaking 

2.  Going ahead, overtaking 

3.  Turning left 

4.  Turning right 

5.  U-turning 

6.  Reversing 

7.  Merging 

8.  Diverging 

9.  Sudden start 

10.  Sudden stop 

11.  Stationary 

12.  Parking the vehicle 

13.  Other / Not known 

Licence Type 

1.  Full licence 

2.  Learner’s licence 

3.  No licence 

Sex of Driver 

1.  Male 

2.  Female 

Age 

Owner / Paid Driver 

1.  Driver is owner of vehicle 

2.  Driver is a paid driver 

3.  Other 

Driver    1.  Fatal 

 Injury   2.  Serious (Hospitalised) 

               3.  Minor 

               4.  Not injured 

 

Loading 

1.  Properly loaded 

2.  Overloaded 

3.  Insecure load 

4.  Protruding load 

5.  Other improper 

     load 

Vehicle Defect 

1.  None 

2.  Brakes 

3.  Steering 

4.  Tyres 

5.  Lights 

6.  Multiple defects 

Education 

1.  Up to Standard 8 

2.  Standard 8 – 9 

3.  Standard 10 

4.  Degree holder 

 

Alcohol / Drugs 

1.  Not suspected   2.  Alcohol 

3.  Drugs 

Seat Belt / Helmet Worn 

1.  Yes     2.  No 

Certificate of 
Fitness 

1.   In force 

2.  Not in force 
(expired) 

Vehicle Make / 
Model 

Driver Error  

1.  None 

2.  Drunk or drugged 

3.  Too fast 

4.  Too close 

5.  No signal 

6.  Wrong signal 

7.  Overtook on hill 

8.  Overtook on curve 

9.  Cut in sharply after 
overtaking 

10.  Other bad overtaking 

11.  On wrong side of the 
road 

12.  Failed to give way to 
vehicle 

13.  Failed to give way to 
pedestrian 

14.  Improper turn 

15.  Disregarded Police 
officer 

16.  Disregarded STOP sign 

17.  Disregarded traffic light signal 

18.  Asleep, tired or sick 

19.  Lack of attention 

20.  Starting off carelessly 

21.  Badly parked 

22.  Bad use of headlights 

23.  Other 

Skid length (m) Vehicle Year  

VEHICLE  1 DRIVER  1 



INJURED PASSENGERS Complete tables using codes from bottom panel 
                                                                                                   (Estimate age if not known) 

 

Family Name 

Casualty 

Class  

From  Vehicle No. 

i.e  V1, V2  or V3 

Sex 

M/F 

 

Age 

 

Injury 

 

Position 

 

Action 

Belts 

/ Helmets 

1. 2        

2. 2        

3. 2        

4. 2        

5. 2        

6. 2        

7. 2        

8. 2        

9. 2        

10. 2        

INJURED PEDESTRIANS Complete tables using codes from bottom panel 
                                                                                                    (Estimate age if not known) 

 

Family Name 

Casualty 

Class 

Hit by Vehicle No. 

i.e. V1, V2  or V3 

Sex 

M/F 

 

Age 

 

Injury 

 

Location 

 

Action 

 

Alcohol 

1. 3        

2. 3        

3. 3        

4. 3        

5. 3        

6. 3        

Injury 

 

1.  Fatal 

2.  Serious 

3.  Minor 

 Passenger Position 

1.  Front seat 

2.  Rear seat 

3.  M/cycle passenger 

4.  Bus passenger 

5.  Back of truck or pickup 

6.  Other 

Passenger Action 

1.  Sitting 

2.  Standing 

3.  Getting on 

4.  Getting off 

5.  Falling 

6.  Other 

Seat Belt / 
Helmet used 

1.  Yes   2.  No 

 Pedestrian Location 

1.  On Pedestrian Crossing 

2.  Within 50m of Ped Xing 

3.  On traffic island 

4.  In centre of road (not 1-3) 

5.  On footpath 

6.  On shoulder 

7.  Other 

  Pedestrian Action 

1.  Standing 

2.  Crossing road 

3.  Walking along middle 

4.  Walking along edge 

5.  Playing on road 

6.  Other 

 Alcohol 

1.  Not suspected 

2.  Suspected 

Research codes A.    B.  C. 

 

If there are more than 3 vehicles, 10 passengers or 6 pedestrians, attach other sheet(s) 

 

 



 

 

 

Vehicle registration number  

 Vehicle Type 

1.  Motorcycle                9.  Minibus 

2.  Scooter / moped     10.  Bus 

3.  Autorickshaw          11.  Bicycle 

4.  Car/Jeep/Van          12. Tractor 

5.   Taxi                        13.  Handcart 

6.  Light goods veh       14.  Animal-drawn 

7.  Heavy goods veh     15.  Other / not  

8.  Articulated goods vehicle              known 

 Vehicle Manoeuvre 

1.  Going ahead, not 

overtaking 

2.  Going ahead, overtaking 

3.  Turning left 

4.  Turning right 

5.  U-turning 

6.  Reversing 

7.  Merging 

8.  Diverging 

9.  Sudden start 

10.  Sudden stop 

11.  Stationary 

12.  Parking the vehicle 

13.  Other / Not known 

Licence Type 

1.  Full licence 

2.  Learner’s licence 

3.  No licence 

Sex of Driver 

1.  Male 

2.  Female 

Age 

Owner / Paid Driver 

1.  Driver is owner of vehicle 

2.  Driver is a paid driver 

3.  Other 

Driver    1.  Fatal 

 Injury   2.  Serious (Hospitalised) 

               3.  Minor 

               4.  Not injured 

 

Loading 

1.  Properly loaded 

2.  Overloaded 

3.  Insecure load 

4.  Protruding load 

5.  Other improper 

     load 

Vehicle Defect 

1.  None 

2.  Brakes 

3.  Steering 

4.  Tyres 

5.  Lights 

6.  Multiple defects 

Education 

1.  Up to Standard 8 

2.  Standard 8 – 9 

3.  Standard 10 

4.  Degree holder 

 

Alcohol / Drugs 

1.  Not suspected   2.  Alcohol 

3.  Drugs 

Seat Belt / Helmet Worn 

1.  Yes     2.  No 

Certificate of 
Fitness 

1.   In force 

2.  Not in force 
(expired) 

Vehicle Make / 
Model 

Driver Error  

1.  None 

2.  Drunk or drugged 

3.  Too fast 

4.  Too close 

5.  No signal 

6.  Wrong signal 

7.  Overtook on hill 

8.  Overtook on curve 

9.  Cut in sharply after 
overtaking 

10.  Other bad overtaking 

11.  On wrong side of the 
road 

12.  Failed to give way to 
vehicle 

13.  Failed to give way to 
pedestrian 

14.  Improper turn 

15.  Disregarded Police 
officer 

16.  Disregarded STOP sign 

17.  Disregarded traffic light signal 

18.  Asleep, tired or sick 

19.  Lack of attention 

20.  Starting off carelessly 

21.  Badly parked 

22.  Bad use of headlights 

23.  Other 

Skid length (m) Vehicle Year 

 

 

Vehicle registration number  

 Vehicle Type 

1.  Motorcycle                9.  Minibus 

2.  Scooter / moped     10.  Bus 

3.  Autorickshaw          11.  Bicycle 

4.  Car/Jeep/Van          12. Tractor 

5.   Taxi                        13.  Handcart 

6.  Light goods veh       14.  Animal-drawn 

7.  Heavy goods veh     15.  Other / not  

8.  Articulated goods vehicle              known 

 Vehicle Manoeuvre 

1.  Going ahead, not 

overtaking 

2.  Going ahead, overtaking 

3.  Turning left 

4.  Turning right 

5.  U-turning 

6.  Reversing 

7.  Merging 

8.  Diverging 

9.  Sudden start 

10.  Sudden stop 

11.  Stationary 

12.  Parking the vehicle 

13.  Other / Not known 

Licence Type 

1.  Full licence 

2.  Learner’s licence 

3.  No licence 

Sex of Driver 

1.  Male 

2.  Female 

Age 

Owner / Paid Driver 

1.  Driver is owner of vehicle 

2.  Driver is a paid driver 

3.  Other 

Driver    1.  Fatal 

 Injury   2.  Serious (Hospitalised) 

               3.  Minor 

               4.  Not injured 

 

Loading 

1.  Properly loaded 

2.  Overloaded 

3.  Insecure load 

4.  Protruding load 

5.  Other improper 

     load 

Vehicle Defect 

1.  None 

2.  Brakes 

3.  Steering 

4.  Tyres 

5.  Lights 

6.  Multiple defects 

Education 

1.  Up to Standard 8 

2.  Standard 8 – 9 

3.  Standard 10 

4.  Degree holder 

 

Alcohol / Drugs 

1.  Not suspected   2.  Alcohol 

3.  Drugs 

Seat Belt / Helmet Worn 

1.  Yes     2.  No 

Certificate of 
Fitness 

1.   In force 

2.  Not in force 
(expired) 

Vehicle Make / 
Model 

Driver Error  

1.  None 

2.  Drunk or drugged 

3.  Too fast 

4.  Too close 

5.  No signal 

6.  Wrong signal 

7.  Overtook on hill 

8.  Overtook on curve 

9.  Cut in sharply after 
overtaking 

10.  Other bad overtaking 

11.  On wrong side of the 
road 

12.  Failed to give way to 
vehicle 

13.  Failed to give way to 
pedestrian 

14.  Improper turn 

15.  Disregarded Police 
officer 

16.  Disregarded STOP sign 

17.  Disregarded traffic light signal 

18.  Asleep, tired or sick 

19.  Lack of attention 

20.  Starting off carelessly 

21.  Badly parked 

22.  Bad use of headlights 

23.  Other 

Skid length (m) Vehicle Year 

VEHICLE  2 DRIVER  2 

VEHICLE  3 DRIVER  3 

















































Kagamuga TO 0 169 467

1 168 466

Wahgi Br 2.9 166.1 464.1

Komun Br 4.8 164.2 462.2

8 161 459

Avi Market 10 159 457

Bridge 11.4 157.6 455.6

12 157 455

15 154 452

17 152 450

Tuman Br 17.6 151.4 449.4

22 147 445

Fruit Market 2 22.4 146.6 444.6

Fruit Market 22.7 146.3 444.3

26.5 142.5 440.5

27 142 440

30 139 437

31 138 436

32 137 435

33 136 434

33.5 135.5 433.5

Kudjip Junction 34.3 134.7 432.7

Kudjip Br 34.6 134.4 432.4

35.9 133.1 431.1

Kurumula Br 39.1 129.9 427.9

Jiwaka Govt Build 40.4 128.6 426.6

Kurumula Br 2 41.4 127.6 425.6

Ambeke Br 42.2 126.8 424.8

42.5 126.5 424.5

Damne Br 43.5 125.5 423.5

Kupka Br 44.4 124.6 422.6

Minz 47.4 121.6 419.6

Wahgi Br 2 52 117 415

Ahl Br 52.8 116.2 414.2

54 115 413

57 112 410

59 110 408

60 109 407

WHP 61 108 406

Simbu P Miunde Br 62.2 106.8 404.8

63 106 404

Ganige Br 65.3 103.7 401.7

Large Culvert 68.3 100 398

69.1 99.9 397.9

Koronige Br 69.5 99.3 397.3

Mingende 75.1 93.6 391.6

78 91 389

80 89 387

81 88 386

81.2 87.8 385.8

82.4 86.6 384.6

85.2 83.8 381.8

85.1

85.5 83.5 381.5

86.4 82.4 380.4

Dist 
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Kundiawa 87.8 81 379

Wara Simbu B 90.3 78.7 376.7

95.9 73.1 371.1

97.4 71.6 369.6

97.6 71.4 369.4

98.2 70.8 368.8

98.6 70.4 368.4

99 70 368

99.3 69.7 367.7

100.6 68.4 366.4

101.6 67.4 365.4

102.2 66.8 364.8

102.8 66.2 364.2

103.1 65.9 363.9

103.2 65.8 363.8

105.4 63.6 361.6

107.7 61.3 359.3

109.3 59.7 357.7

112.1 56.9 354.9

112.9 56.1 354.1

Simbu P Magiro Bridge 118.6 50.4 348.4

EHP 118.9 50.1 348.1

119.3 49.7 347.7

120.4 48.6 346.6

Kenangi Br 121.7 47.3 345.3

Nurape Br 124 45 343

126.9 42.1 340.1

129.8 39.2 337.2

129.9 39.1 337.1

130.2 38.8 336.8

130.6 38.4 336.4

130.4 38.6 336.6

Feonoku Br 131.5 37.5 335.5

132.3 36.7 334.7

133.7 35.3 333.3

134.7 34.3 332.3

135.1 33.9 331.9

135.6 33.4 331.4

135.9 33.1 331.1

137.4 31.6 329.6

Daulo Summit 137.9 31.1 329.1

138.1 30.9 328.9

139.4 29.6 327.6

139.5 29.5 327.5

142.3 26.7 324.7

142.9 26.1 324.1

143.5 25.5 323.5

143.7 25.3 323.3

144.4 24.6 322.6

145.9 23.1 321.1

Asaro Br 151.9 17.1 315.1

Asaro Br 2 152.5 16.5 314.5

Mapemo Br 156.1 12.9 310.9

159.6 9.4 307.4

Kafamo Br 165.2 3.8 301.8

166.1 2.9 300.9

Jogi Br 168.1 0.9 298.9

GOROKA 169 0 298
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8 290

Covec Crusher 8.6 289.4

9.5 288.5

Kanali Pi Br 9.8 288.2

Taraboro Br 12.4 285.6

14 284

14.6 283.4

16 282

Bena Bena Br 17.3 280.7

18 280

20 278

Finito Br 2 25.3 272.7

Finito Br 26.2 271.8

29 269

Bridge 40 31.7 266.3

Dirty Wara Br 40 258

Bridge 38 47.3 250.7

Henganofi Br 2 48.6 249.4

Henganofi Br 48.7 249.3

Bridge 35 57.7 240.3

Bridge 34 60.5 237.5

61 237

Avani 62.4 235.6

Bridge 33 63.2 234.8

70 228

Bridge 32 73.4 224.6

Bridge 31 74.2 223.8

Bridge 30 74.6 223.4

76 222

Bridge 29 76.5 221.5

Bridge 28 76.8 221.2

77.5 220.5

78 220

Junction Okapa 78.3 219.7

81 217

Bridge 27 82.3 215.7

Kainantu 86.3 211.7

Kainantu Br 87.1 210.9

88 210

89 209

Bridge 25 91.9 206.1

97 201

Bridge 24 97.4 200.6

Bridge 23 99 199

100 198

102 196

Kolwara 103 195

Yonki Dam 112 186

113 185

113.5 184.5

115 183

Bridge 21 118 180

Bridge 20 120 178

Kassam Summit 121 177

123 175

Curved Br 131 167

Bridge 18 133 165

EHP Bridge 17 137 161

Morobe P Madang Junction 138 160
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Young Creek Br 140.5 157.5

Bridge 15 141 157

144 154

Bridge 14 145 153

Bridge 13 147 151

Umi Br 158 140

160 138

Zumin Br 165 133

168 130

166 132

169 129

170 128

Mutzing Br 176 122

177.5 120.5

177.4 120.6

Bridge 8 178 120

Bridge 7 182 116

Goram Bam Pam Br 185 113

Leron Br 198 100

200 98

215.1 82.9

215.6 82.4

Bridge 4 220.6 77.4

229.2 68.8

Clear Wata Br 233.8 64.2

234 64

234.3 63.7

Rumu Br 242.7 55.3

Erap Br 251.9 46.1

Nadzab TO 259 39

One-Lane Bridge

Two-Lane Bridge
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                                 MTFF Highland Highway Sustainable Investment Program                 

ATTACHMENT  10 

ROAD SAFETY INSPECTION FORM  

 Road Number: …………………    Speedometer Calibration Kilometer reading (beginning): 

Road Name:  Highlands Highway                                          Chainage: Km. 333 

Province:  East Highlands                                                      Inspected by: S.Lundebye 

Name of Location: Dangerous Hairpin Bend    Weather: Good 

GPS Location Coordinates: Longitude: ………………………Latitude: ……………………….…                                                         

Type of Location (See below):   Hairpin Bend                      Time of survey: 21/9/2016 

Photos taken: Yes 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Problems identified:  This is a very dangerous Hairpin Bend on the Highlands Highway, where 

several serious road accidents have taken place. There are very few traffic signs provided to 
warn the drivers of the hazardous location and no road markings (e.g., rumble strips). There are 

no steel crash barriers installed.  

____________________________________________________________________________ 

Possible measures to improve the safety situation: 

1. Installation of advance warning signs (W1-7R & W1-7L) for the Hairpin bend before the 

bend together with reflective yellow thermoplastic rumble strip road markings to slow 

down the speed of traffic; 

2. Installation of large Red/White “REDUCE SPEED” information signs on both approaches 
to the before the Hairpin bend;  

3. Installation of steel crash barriers on the outside of the bend together with Object Hazard 

Markers (OHM) signs in front of the beginning of the crash barriers;  

4. Installation of Chevron Alignment Marker (CAM) signs (D4-6) at the bend for traffic in 
both direction;  

5. Installation of white reflective thermoplastic road markings (e.g., for centerline and the 

outside edge line).  

It is possible that reflective pavement markers (“cats eyes”) or delineators with red reflectors 

could be installed on the outside bend. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Notes: Location type: 1. Junction; 2. Beginning of village area; 3. Market area; 4. Bus stop; 5. 

School; 6. Narrow bridge                                                                             Please turn over for 

sketch 

 

 



 

 

ATTACHMENT 11 
 

KEY GEOMETRIC DESIGN ASPECTS AND TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES 
 

1. HORIZONTAL CURVATURE  
 

Overview  

 
Horizontal curves should be designed so that they can be negotiated safely by approaching 
vehicles. For higher speeds and tighter radius curves, the sideways friction developed between 
a vehicle’s tyres and the road surface will need to be greater. Consistency of design is achieved 
by relating approach speed to acceptable levels of sideways friction for any horizontal curve. 
For economic and environmental reasons, curvature standards may be relaxed, the extent of 
relaxation depending on local circumstances and the degree to which additional measures such 
as traffic signs and road markings are introduced to reduce approach speed and thus offset the 
potential increase in risk. 
 
Where possible, the horizontal curvature of a road should be consistent with speed 
requirements. If a relaxation in standard is necessary for economic or environmental reasons, 
clear signs, markings and other warning devices should be introduced to make the driver aware 
of the potential problem ahead. Good design should not encourage excessive speed, but 
nonetheless should provide frequent overtaking opportunities. It is particularly important not to 
introduce a flowing design with sight distances well in excess of safe stopping sight distances, 
yet below safe overtaking standards. Horizontal curvature should be co-ordinated with other 
design features, Safety should be considered at an early stage of design to identify possible 
hazardous locations and alternative solutions. 
 
 
Problems: 

 
Unexpectedly tight horizontal curves can lead to accidents as drivers try to negotiate them at a 
too high speed. A similar situation may occur on horizontal curves at other hazardous situations. 
Such as on long straights where drivers are encouraged or misled by the approach geometry to 
drive at excessive speeds. The sight distances associated with large radii curves may also 
encourage drivers to overtake when it is unsafe. 
 
On narrow carriageways, vehicles may cross into the path of an approaching vehicle on tight 
curves, or onto shoulders and pedestrian areas.  On gravel roads in particular, the loss of 
supper-elevation in the cross-sectional profile through lack of maintenance, may result in the 
effects of horizontal curve being more severe than designed. 
 
Safer Practice: 

 
In general, horizontal curves should either be designed geometrically so that they can be safely 
negotiated by the driver of an approaching vehicle, or the driver should be adequately warned of 
the need to reduced speed. 
 
At the design stage, geometric alternatives may be available which could reduce the hazard of 
an unexpectedly tight horizontal curve at little cost, either by increasing the radius of the curve 
under consideration, or by varying other approach features (e.g. introducing progressively 
tighter curves on approach roads to reduce speeds). Alternatively, a range of simple and 
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inexpensive techniques exists to warn drivers of a potentially hazardous tight horizontal curve 
that cannot be re-aligned for financial or environmental reasons. Special treatments should be 
specified and carried forward to the design and construction phases. These may include safety 
barriers or the removal of obstructions to reduce accident severity. 
 
Overtaking on curves with inadequate sight distances is a safety hazard and should be 
prevented by traffic signs, road markings or physical barriers. Positive signing or 
markings may be introduced to inform drivers of safe overtaking opportunities. 
 
Clear centre line markings should be introduced wherever possible. Edge of carriageway 
markings should be introduced to differentiate the carriageway from the shoulder. 
 
Available information suggests that accident rates on horizontal curves may increase markedly 
if sight distance is less than 300 m. 
 
Large radius horizontal curves may be introduced on otherwise straight alignments to relieve 
driver monotony and to enable drivers to make better judgments of approaching vehicles’ 
speed. Care must be taken to ensure that unsafe overtaking is not encouraged. 
 
 
2. SHOULDERS  
Overview: 

 
A shoulder is that strip of ground along the edge of carriageway that is for emergency stops and 
for general use by slow-moving vehicles, NMVs and pedestrians. The width of the shoulder 
should be adequate for giving working space around a stalled vehicle. Some of the other 
important functions include: 
 

 To aid in recovery from temporary loss of control, or to provide room to perform 
emergency evasive action.  
 
 To serve as a temporary diversion during reconstruction, major maintenance, or 
emergency operations on the main carriageway. 
 
 To serve as a primary clear area free of obstructions. 
 
 To enable provision for sufficient horizontal sight distance.  
 
 For use by pedestrians. 
 
 For use by non-motorised vehicles. 

 
 
Problems: 

 
Due to poor maintenance, run-off water often creates furrows in soft shoulders. This is 
especially a problem in high rainfall areas and places where the roadway is on an embankment.   
 
Inadequate or discontinuous shoulders tend to encourage drivers to keep away from the edge of 
the main carriageway and to straddle the centreline of the road and reduce safety. The lack of 
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adequate shoulders also reduces capacity and forces drivers to park their vehicles on the main 
carriageway. These situations become especially dangerous during night time. 
 
When hard shoulders have road markings applied to help distinguish the shoulder from the main 
carriageway, the shoulder width should be such that it is not confused as an additional lane. 
 
Shoulders are not given adequate attention in their construction and maintenance. This results 
in large edge drops, potholes and inadequate widths. 
 
Safer Practice: 

 
Well-designed and properly maintained shoulders are a necessity on all rural roads, 
especially on roads carrying high-speed traffic. Optimum widths for shoulders are 1.2m, 
1.5m, and 1.8m. All shoulders should ideally be paved in order to be durable and perform 
effectively in all weathers. This can be achieved either by extending the main pavement or using 
a different construction, such as double bituminous seal treatment.  
 
A shoulder should be capable of supporting vehicles under all weather conditions, without 
rutting or displacement of the surface. Skidding and overturning may occur if vehicles drive over 
soft shoulders at high speeds. Excessively large shoulder drop off either from resurfacing or 
erosion discourages use of the shoulder. Ideally there should be no shoulder drop off but small 
drop off up to 50mm can be tolerated. 
 
Where hard shoulders are constructed, they should be of full construction depth and the 
shoulder surfacing must be distinct from the main carriageway, otherwise vehicles will use it as 
a regular traffic lane. Hard shoulders, with bituminous surfacing using different coloured stone 
chippings or surfacing composed of less expensive surface dressing materials than used for the 
carriageway are an effective way of differentiating between the shoulder and the main 
carriageway. 
 
It is essential to use edge lines (preferably made of thermoplastic) to mark the divide between 
carriageway and shoulder. 
 
Shoulder cross slopes should be so designed as to avoid draining onto the carriageway. 
(Shoulders having the same surface as the carriageway may have the same crossfall, but 
generally shoulder crossfalls will be a little steeper – normally 5%). An important consideration 
in shoulder slope design is the difference between shoulder and adjacent lane where a step in 
levels should be avoided as this can easily lead to a loss of control of heavy vehicles in 
particular. 
 
Shoulders that are to be used by NMVs and pedestrians must have a good-quality smooth 
surface – otherwise NMVs and pedestrians will use the carriageway instead.  
 
In most situations pedestrians can share the paved shoulder or NMV lane with the NMVs. 
However, where there are a lot of pedestrians and near-capacity NMV flows or high-speed 
traffic it may be necessary to provide a separate pedestrian lane. The pedestrian lane would 
normally be located at the outer edge of the NMV lane and separated by a 150mm kerb. It 
should be designed for ease of use and must be connected with pedestrian bridges or 
underpasses. The surface must be smooth, durable with positive drainage being provided for 
both the NMV lane and the pedestrian lane.  
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3. TRAFFIC SIGNS 
 

Overview: 

 
Careful provision of road signs can make a considerable contribution to the safe and efficient 
operation of road networks. Traffic signs should be designed to convey clear and unambiguous 
messages to road users so that they can be understood quickly and easily. Traffic signs 
normally conform to regulations and centrally specified standards so that there is consistency of 
signs throughout the whole country. 
 
Traffic signs are divided into three broad categories: Warning signs, Regulatory signs and 
Information signs. To be effective, signs need to be sited so that the correct information is given 
to road users when they need it not too soon or too late – so that they are given sufficient time 
to carry out the required manoeuvre in safety. Traffic signs should be used in conjunction with 
road markings. 
 
Traffic signs (along with road markings) are used to communicate with the driver and to guide 
him safely through the road network. International standards exist which make extensive use of 
symbols rather than words. There are advantages in using these to develop local standards as 
this provides consistency and uniformity with international practice. Much greater use should be 
made of road signs than at present. Wherever feasible, reflective signs and markings should be 
used on major rural roads so that the carriageway is clearly delineated (especially at night-time). 
 
Problems:  

 
Whereas absence of good traffic signs was not so important when there were few vehicles on 
the roads, it becomes a serious problem when there are a large number of vehicles and 
conflicts. Roads (and junctions) in Papua New Guinea are often inadequately signed and drivers 
are provided with little guidance or information as they use the roads. 
 
Maintenance, too, is often a major problem and it is commonplace to see worn, almost illegible, 
damaged or missing road sign on road networks. Unfortunately, theft of signs (for the metal 
content) is also a problem is some areas. The local authorities responsible for traffic signs do 
not seem to be adequately trained in the provision of traffic signs. In many cases, wrong signs 
have often been installed. Training programmes should be organised for engineers and other 
persons responsible for installing traffic signs.  
 

Safer Practice: 

 
The most important aspects with respect to road safety are: 
 
 Traffic signs (and road markings) are extremely important tools of 
communication to guide and direct the driver through conflict points and hazards on the 
road network. They enable the driver to be given advance warning. 
 
 Warning signs play a crucial role in terms of roads safety, in giving advance 
information about hazards ahead.  
 

 Chevron Alignment Marker (CAM) signs are extremely important on severe 
bends, and these signs should give the drivers through the bends.  
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 Generally, all signs shall be placed on the left hand side of the road. Where extra 
emphasis is required they may be duplicated on the right hand side of the carriageway. 
 
 On un-kerbed roads, the extreme edge of the sign shall be 2 to 3m from the edge 
of the carriageway. On kerbed roads it should not be less than 600 mm away from the edge of 
the kerb.  
 
 Reflective warning road signs have a particularly important role to play in 
reducing night-time accidents in PNG where there is often no street lighting, even on 
urban roads. 
 

 Where theft of metal signs is problem, drilling holes through the sign may make the 
metal less useful and less likely to be stolen. 
 
 Warning signs should be used to break the driver’s line of sight where 
unexpected hazards could exist (e.g. chevrons at sharp bends). 
 
 A periodic review existing signs on roads should be undertaken to remove 
incorrectly placed and redundant signs. Regular maintenance (every six months) should include 
washing and clearing of posters on signs and damaged signs replaced. 
 
 Since road users have very limited knowledge of the traffic engineering content of 
traffic signs, an extensive program of education should be launched for them. Licensing 
authorities should be specifically strict on the requirement of potential drivers possessing 
knowledge of traffic signs and other traffic control devices while issuing licenses. 
 
Presently, PNG has not got their own Traffic Signs Manual and the Government of PNG is using 
the Queensland Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices. It is highly recommended that 
the Government now takes the responsibility for the preparation of a National Traffic 
Signs and Road Marking Manual.  
 
 
4. ROAD MARKINGS AND REFLECTIVE PAVEMENT MARKERS  
Overview: 

 
Road paint or thermoplastic road markings are used on the road surface to convey warnings, to 
provide information and to indicate required manoeuvres, and can make a significant 
contribution to the safe and efficient operation of the network. As with traffic signs, regulations 
and standards are normally specified nationally so that there is consistency in junction layout 
and marking throughout the country. 
 
To be effective, road markings need to be visible in all weather conditions and should convey 
the information required by drivers clearly and unambiguously. Road markings should be used 
in conjunction with road signs.  
 
Road markings play a very important role in guiding the driver and providing him with 
the information necessary to negotiate conflict points on the road network and should be 
a high priority for those seeking to improve road safety. The driver can be given 
appropriate information through the use of different types and colours of road marking. Stop and 
give-way lines at junctions help to position the driver on the road to minimise his risk. 
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Centrelines can be used to indicate locations where overtaking is dangerous while edge lines 
give advance warning of changes in alignment. Where possible, high quality paint containing 
small glass beads (for reflectivity at night) should be used. Centre and edge lining reinforced 
through the use of studs are strongly recommended.  
 
Problems: 

 

Although PNG like most of the developing countries has national standards for road markings, 
many of the roads do not have good markings. This is partly due to the fact that road marking 
paint available locally often tends to be of poor quality whilst imported road marking paint is 
often too expensive. 
 
The poor conditions of roads (potholes, deformations etc.) can also make road marking difficult 
to apply in any effective manner. Shortage of specialist machinery, skilled/ trained technicians 
and the costs of imported thermoplastics all make its use problematic in Papua New Guinea. 
 
Under high temperature, large humidity ranges and under heavy wheel loads the paint deforms 
and cracks. On concrete pavements the paint gets lifted, and blackening is also a problem, (that 
is in a dry climate when the rubber deposits do not wash off). The material does require precise, 
temperature control and a dust free surface in order to be well laid and then perform correctly. 
The limited budgets available for maintenance make it difficult to keep the road markings to an 
acceptable standard. As a result, pedestrian crossings, junctions, etc., often have no road 
markings to provide guidance to drivers. This significantly increases the risk and dangers to all 
road users. 
 
Safer Practice: 

 
Road markings guide and assist the driver to negotiate conflict points and to be positioned at 
precisely the right location to make his manoeuvre in the safest and quickest way so that the 
time he is exposed to risk is minimised. National standards are to be strictly followed so that 
road users can be sure of their meaning (i.e. the encourage consistency of approach, layouts, 
signs and markings) wherever they are in the country. 
 
Stop and give way lines on roads can position drivers so that they are brought to the 
safest point from which to make their manoeuvres through the junction.  
 
Centreline and edge marking of rural roads can help to delineate the road ahead so that 
any horizontal or vertical curvature can be clearly seen by approaching road users and is 
strongly recommended. 
 
Centreline markings can be used to convey information about whether or not it is safe to 
overtake, while marks in the centre of lanes should be used more to indicate particular hazards 
ahead. 
 
Frequent repainting can give good results even if the paint quality is not high. If frequent 
repainting is not feasible, specialist contractors should be employed to apply thermoplastic (a 
higher quality material) markings (these are more expensive but can last 8 times longer than 
paint). Paints should confirm to national standards and be reflectorized. 
 
On unlit roads, night-time visibility of road markings and hence any horizontal or vertical 
alignment can be markedly improved by mixing small glass beads into the paint or thermoplastic 
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before applying it to the road surface. This solution is particularly appropriate for Papua New 
Guinea as many urban and rural roads are unlit. 
 
The hybrid markings consisting of both reflective road markings are reflective pavement 
markers (road studs) can be useful for night-time driving in un-lit areas. The studs give an 
audible and tactile warning of crossing any line that incorporates them. They are strongly 
recommended. 
 
Prefabricated markings are also acceptable and can be laid with minimum disruption to traffic. 
 
 
5. DELINEATORS AND CHEVRON SIGNS  
Overview: 

 
Centre and edge lining, especially if reflective, assists in the efficient and safe usage of 
the carriageway and is strongly recommended. They allow drivers more easily and 
accurately to judge their position on the road and are particularly helpful in conditions of poor 
visibility such as in rain, fog or darkness. This can lead to a reduction in accidents with 
oncoming vehicles and with stationary vehicles or obstructions on the shoulder or roadside. 
 
Areas of cross-hatching may be used to guide drivers away from an obstruction such as a 
central bollard or sheltered turning lane. Delineation of this sort gives clear guidance to a driver, 
whilst allowing him to recover from an error by driving on the hatched area if necessary. 
Reflective road studs and ‘cats eyes’ are commonly used in industrialised countries to delineate 
the carriageway and give drivers advance warning of changes in alignment ahead. 
 
Delineation of the carriageway using lane markings and small physical barriers can be 
extremely cost effective in maintenance traffic operations and safety terms. A large range 
of measures exists as indicated above, and consideration for their appropriate introduction 
should be given at an early stage of design. For example, on the interurban roads, markings 
should be considered as part of the design process. Indeed, early consideration will sharpen the 
designer’ awareness of the overtaking and other opportunities available in the alignment. 
Reflective delineators are especially useful at night time in guiding a driver through what might 
otherwise be a potentially dangerous location. 
 
Chevron signs at bends are highly recommended. If reflective material is used their 
effectiveness is increased at night. 
 
Problems: 

 
It is more difficult for drivers to judge their sideways location on a road where there are 
no centre line and / or edge markings. A lack of edge definition can increase pavement 
deterioration due to vehicles driving onto the shoulder and thus increase the risk of 
accidents. 
 
Centre line markings may not be sufficient to deter vehicles from overtaking into an opposing 
lane, as driver discipline is often very poor. 
 
Without delineation, drivers may not be aware of the need to locate their vehicles correctly as 
they approach either an obstacle or a changing traffic situation, such as at an intersection or at 
the end of a climbing lane. 
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Delineators that form physical barriers may themselves add to the accident situation if they are 
poorly designed or located. The presence of physical barriers may also restrict the movements 
of heavy vehicles / abnormal loads or the ready ability to driver traffic in emergency situations or 
when there are road works. Few sharp bends are indicated through the use of chevron boards 
with retroreflective sheeting.  
 
Safer Practice: 
 
The benefits of delineation are as follows; 
 
 Clear road markings should be introduced wherever possible as they result in more 
consistent and safer positioning of vehicles in all highway situations. The density and type of 
marking can also give clues to a driver as to whether or not they can consider overtaking in 
safety.  
 
 Reflective delineator posts are especially useful at night-time. These are typically 
one metre high and set one metre from the carriageway (or back of shoulder). On hill roads they 
may be placed either on the parapet or at the edge of the shoulders. Reflectorized raised 
pavement markers are very effective for centre-line, lane and edge marking. 
 
 Small physical delineators such as studs or painted raised kerbs can deter drivers 
from changing lane. They should be used in dangerous situations difficult to enforce otherwise. 
 
 Physical barriers may be used where vehicles ignoring guidance may lead to 
severe accidents and where other objectives can be met at the same time. Such barriers are 
often placed down the centre of wide urban multi-lane roads and incorporate pedestrian 
barriers. They stop U-turns, a particularly dangerous and disruptive movement. Such barriers 
are for delineation purposes only and may be very narrow. 
 
 Reflective edge of carriageway markings may be very cost-effective in 
reducing shoulder damage and maintenance costs. 
 

 The delineators are most likely to be effective on dangerous bends, on 
approaches to intersection and on embankments. 
 

 Delineators made of plastic that recovers to its original position are safe and 
effective.  
 
 Chevron signs are very useful in showing the location of sharp bends. They 
should be sited to be clearly visible as vehicles approach the hazard. If the bend is long, 
they should be repeated. If a guardrail is present the chevron signs should be sited 
behind, but not obscured by the guardrail. 



Attachment 13 

Chevron Traffic Signs on Sharp Bends 

 

Spacing of Chevrons 

Curve Radius(m) Distance Between Single 

50-100 15-20 

100-200 20-30 

200-300 30-45 

300-400 45-60 

400-500 60-70 

>500 70 

 

 



Attachment 14 

Gateway Effect for Traffic Passing through Villages 
 

Reasons for concern: The high speed traffic on the project road has to encounter road 

side vendors and other human activities adjacent to project road which will be highly 

dangerous. 

 Wherever the project road passes through such settlements adjacent to new high 

speed project road, create a “Gateway” effect by providing gateway sign which 

consists of circular mandatory speed limit on yellow backing plate. The gateway sign 

can be installed on both extremities of settlement area and to make it more effective, 

it can be installed in raised footpath, Trapezoidal in size of (5m x 10m) x 2m on either 

side of road (see drawing below); 

 Provide rumble strip bar marking with thermoplastic paint, 20cm wide across the 

road, 50 cm interval across the new project road as show below; 

 Provide “Restriction End” sign at the leaving side of the village; 

 Also, provide school/pedestrian warning sign if at all there, as per IRC requirement. 
 

 
 



Attachment 15 

 

LOCATION OF BUS STOPS 

 
The Problem: 

 

The bus system is an important means of transportation both in the rural and urban areas of a 
country. People congregating in the roads near the bus stops is a common sight in developing 
countries. Besides the risks arising out of passengers alighting or boarding a moving bus which 
can be controlled only through discipline, there can be other factors causing serious accidents 
at bus stops. These can be a result of the following: 
 

 Visibility obscured by standing vehicles, and through vehicle running over waiting or 
alighting bus passengers; 

 Bus stopping on the main carriageway itself blocking part of the road way and causing 
serious obstructions to other vehicles; and 

 Bus stop located too near and preceding an intersection, and the bus not having 
sufficient distance to merge with the main traffic to negotiate turning movements. 

 
The Solution: 

 

For avoiding these hazards, certain measures are necessary both in the design and operation of 
bus stops. Some of the following measures should be considered: 
 

 Bus stops should be located at places where there is adequate visibility and the grades 
are flat or gentle; 

 There are two ways of providing bus bays, e.g., (i) carving out an additional width 
adjoining the main carriageway, 
and (ii) by having an exclusive 
lay-bye separated from the main 
carriageway; 

 The bus stops and bays should 
be sufficiently away from an 
intersection, and should have 
easy entry and exit; and   

 No-parking regulations for a 
distance of 100 meters from 
either side of the bus bay. 

 
 



 

 

Attachment 16 

Government of Papua New Guinea 

Department of Works  

Highlands Highway Sustainable Investment Program 

 

 

Draft Terms of Reference (ToR)  

for a Community Road Safety Program  

 

Introduction:  

The Department of Works (DOW) is going to implement an ADB funded Highlands Highway 

Improvement Project (about km 430) over a period of ten years between Lae Airport Road 

(Nadzab) and Mt. Hagen Airport (Kagamuga) in 5 Provinces. Road Safety is an important 

component of the Highlands Highway Project through which the project will strengthen the 

capacity of DOW in managing road safety. DOW is the custodian of around 8400 Km. of national 

roads in Papua New Guinea.  According to National Transport Sector Plan, the DOW is also 

responsible for road safety issues of those roads. In addition to the existing road network, the 

road safety issues of the roads being developed/maintained by DOW is a concern for the donor 

community (e.g., ADB, World Bank, DFAT, JICA, etc.) as well as the Government of Papua New 

Guinea. 

 

Papua New Guinea (PNG) has one of the highest fatality rate in road crashes. Accident data 

provided by PNG authorities to the WHO in 2008/2009 indicated that about 240 people were 

killed on PNG’s road in 2007. Given the likely high level of under-reporting, WHO statistical 

modelling suggests that the true number of road deaths is more than likely to be between three 

and four times this number. In addition to the high loss of life in road accidents, an extensive 

number of people are disabled and seriously injured each year as a result of motor vehicle 

crashes, which has a serious impact on all aspects of society within PNG. For example, as a 

result of death or disability caused by a road crash, not only do victims and their families suffer 

pain and trauma, but society and the community is also burdened from an economic perspective. 

It has been estimated that the socio economic cost of road accidents typically amounts to 

between 1% and 2% of a country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Using this indicator range 
and a GDP of $8.1 billion in 2008 for PNG, the socio economic cost of road accidents in PNG for 

2008 is calculated to be approximately between K220 million ($81 million) and K440 million 

($162 million). 

 

Statistics from NRSC shows that the reported road fatality rate in PNG is about 5 deaths per 

100,000 population while the WHO estimate about 15 deaths per 100,000 population. The 

reported deaths per 10,000 registered vehicles is about 50 deaths per 10,000 vehicles while the 

estimated deaths per 10,000 vehicles is about 150, which is extremely high. As the figures 

indicate, in terms of number of deaths per 100, 000 population, PNG is ranked in the middle of 

countries for the West Pacific Region whilst in terms of number of deaths in road crashes per 

10,000 vehicles, PNG is one of the worst performing countries in the Region. It should be noted 

that this is primarily due to the fact that a large proportion of the population live in relatively 

isolated rural areas with limited access to roads and/or vehicles and therefore less impacted in 

terms of exposure to motor vehicles. A study by Transport Research Laboratory (TRL), UK in 

1990, based on police reported crash data from 1987, showed the following: The Highlands 

Region had 22% of all crashes but 39% of all fatalities. 
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According to official data, road crashes claimed about 70% of the accident victims are in the age 

group of 16-50 years, the most economically active age group. Recent study of road crash data 

by NRSC and AUSAID, shows that pedestrians are the road user group mostly involved in road 

accidents in Papua New Guinea and about 40% of fatalities were pedestrians. The majority of 

these victims in accidents on rural road were children. The research study indicated that children 

between the ages of 1 to 15 years were the most vulnerable group of casualties in rural road 

accidents, contributing to about 40% of all pedestrian casualties on rural roads. Among them, 

children in the age group 6 to 10 years (23%) were the most vulnerable. Children (under 15 

years of age) fatality due to road crash account for 20%. Some of the main reasons for these 

road accidents to children are the lack of traffic safety education for the children, lack of proper 

road safety awareness and behavior by the motorists (e.g., commercial drivers) and lack of 

safety facilities for pedestrians (sidewalk, crossing facilities, etc.). 

 

Road Traffic Crash (RTC) affects poor, triggers poverty, and hinders public health and education 

which as a result affects country’s development. Pedestrians the poorer and the most vulnerable 

road user group in Papua New Guinea accounts for about 40 % of all reported fatalities. Yet they 

and other vulnerable road users still claim to be most forgotten and neglected road user group. 

Lack of road safety awareness of road users is one of the key problems at the community level. 

 

In this background community road safety program model where community identify their road 

safety problems and preferred solutions need to be implemented at the Highlands Highway 

Project areas. Community road safety is a bottom up approach for road safety. Through this 

approach of road safety awareness program, the road users of local communities are required to 

be educated and made aware of using road safely. This awareness will help the road users to 

defend themselves from accidents when using roads and influence agencies and persons 

responsible for road safety to act.  

 

Targets of the proposed community road safety program are the local resident comprising of 

students, teachers, hawkers, shopkeepers, drivers etc. 

 

A National Road Safety Action Plan (NRSAP) should be prepared and the plan should include 

responsibility, tasks and responsibilities of all relevant government agencies and stakeholders for 

implementation of the NRSAP. In addition to the actions related to road safety engineering, DOW 

together with the NRSC and the Department of Education should be responsible for certain road 

safety education and awareness according to this plan. DOW therefore is going to develop a 

project on ‘Road Safety Education and Awareness’ for local road user communities along the 
Highlands Highway Project Road under the ADB-funded Project. 

 

Broader Objective:  

To increase road safety awareness of people living beside and using roads under the ADB 

funded Highlands Highway project for DOW by involving community living along the Project Road 

with a view to reduce road crashes. 

 

Specific Objectives 

 Make communities and their members aware that road safety issues are a major 

community concern 

 Actively engage community in identifying their road safety problems and solutions 
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 Strengthen capacities of community organisers, local NGOs, establish their linkages with 

road safety institutions and through them help community to plan, manage and maintain 

their own road safety initiatives 

 Educate teachers, students, and general public about proper use of roads and available 

road safety engineering facilities 

 Make local commercial drivers aware about road safety particularly at accident prone areas 

like market, schools, bus stops, sharp bends etc.   

 

Scope of Services:  

The program will initially be piloted in 2 selected districts along the Highlands Highway project 

areas in Tranche 1.  

Subject to successful experience with the planning and implementation of the community road 

safety program in two districts, the program will be evaluated and later expanded and conducted 

in all districts under the Highlands Highway project in Tranche 2.   

 

Approach and Methodology:  

The program will be conducted through a participatory and holistic approach. Interventions of the 

program will be undertaken involving local communities who are affected by road accidents. 

Communities will be facilitated to initiate road safety interventions targeting members of local 

communities. Since the interventions are community centric, some flexibility will have to be 

accepted in the implementation period. 

 

Target Group:  

Community living along the Highlands Highway project road, e.g. pedestrians, students, 

teachers, children, local commercial drivers, public transport passengers, and DOW regional 

staff.   

 

Purpose: 

The purpose of this safety project is to develop a 'Community Road Safety Program' (CRSP) 
engaging the communities living in two selected districts (tbd) beside the Highlands Highway 
project road, through identifying their road safety problems and solutions and implementing their 
road safety action plan. The aim of this particular safety project is to develop a community road 
safety framework for the people living along the Highlands Highway which eventually in the future 
could be carried out throughout rural communities throughout Papua New Guinea.  
 
Tasks: 
01. Review existing reports and documents on road safety awareness activities/campaign and 

traffic education programs for school children prepared by DOW and the National Road 

Safety Council (NRSC), and implemented by various Government Departments and NGOs 

in Papua New Guinea.   

02. Review existing printed and electronic versions of Information, Education and 

Communication (IEC) materials on road safety awareness and traffic education for 

students, local communities, drivers of both motorized and non-motorized vehicles, public 

transport passengers etc., which have been developed by NRSC and develop suitable IEC 

materials for target people. 

03. Visit sample educational institution situated within 1000 metres on both sides of project 

roads selected for Phase-I and assess knowledge on road safety of students and teachers 

in these schools.  
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04. Develop education materials for the school children and training module for the teachers. 

Identify and train two teachers from each education institution situated beside selected pilot 

districts 2 on the Highlands Highway roject roads. From the feedback of the training, the 

module and methodology will be refined and then it will be followed in other 2istricts on the 

Highlands Highway in the Tranche 2.  

05. Indentify and asses the present activities of 2 District Road Safety Committees (DRSC) 

regarding road safety. Review their awareness and resource needs and prepare action plan 

so that these committees can function and contribute effectively. 

06. Make use of available IEC material of GOPNG and NGOs to develop a capacity building 

program for the District Road Safety Committee (DRSC) so that they can carry out their 

road safety responsibility. Workshops will be conducted for them in the selected 2 pilot 

Districts.  With the feedback from these workshops, the program will be carried out in all 

other districts along the Highlands Highway under Phase-II.   

07. Local Community Road Safety Group (CRSG) comprising of concern Community Organizer 

of DOW, NGO/CBO representatives and community leaders of selected districts will be 

formed, trained and facilitated to mobilize the entire road user community. The Community 

Road Safety Group will help them to make them aware on road safety. They will carry on 

with these activities using received campaign materials from NRSC, the CRSGs should be 

able to receive road safety education and awareness material on a continous basis from the 

local NRSC. 

08. Review existing NRSC and other videos on road safety, customize them and display those 

on big screen through multimedia projectors in hats, bazaars, growth centres and 

educational institutions beside 2 selected roads.    

09. Assess knowledge on road safety and defensive driving for a sample of commercial vehicle 

drivers. Develop training module on road safety and train limited sample number of such 

drivers.  

10. Assess knowledge on road safety of a sample of vulnerable non-motorized road users; 

provide required training on road safety and to make them aware of the use of reflective 

material for improve visibility at night. 

11. Organize a workshop to disseminate the result and effectiveness of the community road 

safety project Phase-I under the Highlands Highway project to the stakeholders at national 

level. 

12. Propose a strategic road safety communication and advocacy program so that DOW and 

NRSC can make the community aware that road safety issues are a major concern for their 

communities. 

 

Monitoring:  

Regular monitoring will be carried out by NRSC for reporting the effectiveness of the community 

road safety interventions and to make necessary changes/modifications in the activities after 

identifying possible problem areas if any.  

 

Coordination and Linkage: 

Coordination and linkages will be established with the DOW, NRSC and Government agencies 

concerned with road safety in the project area for smooth implementation of the program.  
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Duration:  

The entire project will be implemented in 3 years with Phase-I in 18 months and the Phase-II 

within subsequent 18 months, depending of successful completion of Phase I. 

 

Deliverables: 

 Submit inception report in 30 days after start of project. 

 Submit a draft report on Phase-I after 18 months. 

 Submit examples of training material prepared for the Community Road Safety Groups 

after 60 days. 

 Submit draft final completion report after 35 months. 

 Submit a final report 30 days after completion Phase-II. 


